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DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
 
, Asj a tieacher of learning handicapped: rstuaenl|Si, I receive
 
primary elementary students who lack mastery of beginning number
 
concepts, such as:
 
(1) 	qualitative differences
 
(same, different, etc.);
 
(2) 	classification;
 
(3) 	one to one correspondence;
 
■ . (4) matching of numerals to corresponding sets; 
(5) 	recognition/distinguishing of numerals; and,
 
(6) 	addition and subtraction of numerals;!^
 
The students in my program are identified as "learning
 
handicapped." According to the office of San Bernardino
 
Superintendent of Schools and Riverside County Superintendent of
 
Schools, learning handicapped students are defined as having
 
either a specific learning disability or being mentally
 
retarded.2f3 Firstly, pupils with specific learning disabilities
 
are further identified as exhibiting a disorder in one or more of
 
the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in
 
using spoken or written language. These specific disabilities may
 
be manifested in an imperfect ability to listen, think, talk,
 
read, write, spell or do mathematical calculations. Secondly, the
 
mentally retarded learning handicapped student by San Bernardino's
 
definition "has significantly below average general intellectual
 
functioning existing concurrently with deficits in adaptive
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behavior and manifested during the developmental period, which
 
adversely affect a pupil's educational performance.4 The learning
 
handicappe^^^^ definition does not include those children
 
learning; problems which are primarily the result of visuali
 
he^aring—or motor.- handicaps/ or of environmental, cultural or
 
economic disadvantage75~~GiveTr-trfrta definition, the total category
 
of "learning handicapped" includes students with a wide range of
 
abilities.
 
^Ttrese—sbudents—with- varied abilities often enter a learning
 
handicapped program after being exposed to mathematical learning
 
througih standacd:, paper/peneil, textbook-oriented instruction in a
 
regular classroom for One to three years. Even so, initially,
 
most of them, to varying degrees, are lacking in beginning
 
mathematical knowledge. San Bernardino's East Valley Special
 
Educatioh Department further states, in regard to the learning
 
handicapped pupil, that "generally, their attitudes and study
 
habits are such that specially developed methods, materials and
 
techniques are often necessary to assist in achieving their
 
maximum potential.6
 
Therefore, the crucial problem is in finding or developing
 
methods, materials, and techniques appropriate for the varied
 
needs Of this special population.
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PROPOSED OBJECTIVE
 
It is the purpose of this project to evaluate, according to
 
current research>; alternative teaching approaches and materials
 
for learning handicapped pupils. Based on this evaluation, I plan
 
-t-o-_-cx:eate_ and organize a curriculum that will facilitate and
 
maximize the learning of beginning math concepts for the primary
 
age learning handicapped pupil. \ \
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REVIEW OF LITERATORE
 
The intent of the literature review is to find information
 
that relates to developing a mathematical instructional program
 
for learning handicapped students who need to master beginning
 
number concepts. The review is in two sections. The first gives
 
the theoretical and educational background; the second is a review
 
v'-'­
of current research.
 
Theoretical/Educat1on Background
 
Among .many theorists and educators my initial interest was
 
drawn towards the work of Piaget and Montessori. The work of both
 
Montessori and Piaget holds forth the basic tenet that learning
 
begins for young children through their sensorimotor interaction
 
with the environment, and that children must be presented with
 
material appropriate for their varied learning stages.
 
"The work of Montessori may be considered the
 
forerunner of developmental theory concerning
 
motor, sensory, and intellectual development,
 
later refined and reformulated by Piaget,
 
Bruner, and others. The use of concrete
 
materials in the classroom as representations
 
of abstract principles appears to be a major
 
strength of the Montessori method.
 
"The Montessori approach encompasses the
 
entire physiological ,and psychological
 
development of the child. [For Montessori]
 
The learning of arithmetic is seen as
 
integrally related to the education of the
 
sense, and- most of the sensory training
 
materials are readily adaptable for arithmetic
 
activities.8
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Montessori advocates a careful sequential development of basic 
numerical concepts rather than presenting "certain preliminary 
ideas in haste."9 Her didactic manipulative materiai cpntains 
:»rithin itself thej control of erro&y; thus allowing fof individual 
expldration and self paced learning.l^J 
Piaget's theory states that earljr sensorimotof experiences 
- are basic to later, more complex rnehtal development.If In 
y applying PiagetVs theory to math> Brearley explains how 
mathematical concepts begin "in the earliest explorations of 
l'. 
infancy as a baby discovers the permanence of objects, spatial 
continuity .and sequences in his own actions and in events which 
happen to him."f2 
Piaget's theory further develops progressive "stages of 
learning iexperienced by all children at different; rates in 
ordered, continuous, overlapping growth."13 A group of co-authors 
in The Teaching of Young Children (Some Applications of Piaget's 
Learning Theory) stress, "If anything is certain about the 
learning process, it is that one cannot miss out on stages and 
hope to get a satisfactory result."l4 The co-authors (chaired by 
Brearley) continue by saying that slow learners may take longer 
and need more intermediary steps, but emphasize that no stage may 
be passed over; rather, educators must find out what a child has 
learned and build on that.15 
Also integral to Piaget's theory is the concept of 
"readiness." Hammill and Bartel in their book. Teaching Children 
with Learning and Behavior Problems, say, "Insufficient readiness! 
 may seriously affect the performance of a child at any level of
 
arithmetic functioning.
 
i In 1^^ research specifically op numerical
 
concepts. Much of this work was done in Gollaboration with
 
Piaget'S most famous Student> Barbet Inhelder.i? Inhelder and
 
Piaget (1964) worked extensively on ^classificatibn skills.18
 
Piaget himself did not work out an instructional program but,
 
based on his findings, others| have developed experimental
 
curricula, primarily for preschoolers.l? One of these developers,
 
Weikart;, believes "that the classification skills studied: by
 
inheider andi Piaget (1964) -are absolutely fundamenfeal to the
 
learning of such familiar subjects as reading and arithmetic."20
 
Hammiir, In his chapter on "Problems in MathematiciAchievement,"
 
specifically states, "Basic to the development of arithmetic-

related abilities is the child's ability to classify."21 piaget
 
would say the ability to make classification discriminations is
 
usually attained by n 'child sometime between two and seven
 
years.22
 
"In accordance with the general Piagetian
 
principle of actions preceding perceptions,
 
children should be encouraged to enact as many
 
concepts as possible and to manipulate two-and
 
three-dimensional objects in the initial
 
stages of classificatory behavior."23
 
For Piaget, mathematical knowledge is not rote counting of
 
numbers or memorization of mathematical rules, but it is
 
"constructed by the child through interactions between his mental
 
structures and his environment."24 Piaget places emphasis on
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 interaGtion^ with the environmentv developmental stages of
 
learning, the discovery mode of learning and peer tutoring.
 
Building on the deyelopmental theory are the advpcate^^a^^^^
 
perceptual-motor development* They view the relatiphship of"motor
 
learning to higher-border learning as follows:
 
Motor learning Perception ^ Concept 
■ ^■Formation­ ^ Higher-order 
Academic'' ->■. 
Cognitive 
Functioning 
Learning 
(25) 
Their premise is that, by correcting perceptual-motor 
disahidities, academic learning:iWill be improved. 
Although each writer provides his own perspective, the basic 
premise of the perceptual-motor position exists in the works of 
Barschr Ftostig and Getmos, who stress visual-motor processes, and 
Kephart « and Delacatp, who focus on basic motor learning.26 
However, there still seem to be many unanswered questions in this 
area. 
"On the basis of their review, Myer and 
Hammill conclude that perceptual-motor 
programs are still highly experimental and 
non-data-based. They point out we need more 
research that considers (a) the 
characteristics of children for whom such 
training is helpful, (b) the time required for 
achieving effectiveness and (c) whether or not 
perceptual-motor processes can be improved via 
training. 
In review of studies concerning the 
relationship between reading difficulties and 
-9­
 perceptual motor deficitis, Vellutino, Stiger,
 
Mayer, Harding, and Niles (1977) report that
 
it is'unlikely that perceptual disorders cause
 
many reading problems. Instead, they provide
 
research results that support a relationship
 
between poor reading and linguistic deficits.
 
Many of the; perceptual^motor training programs
 
commonly used, then, do not directly improve
 
academic achievement or perceptual-motor
 
development. Until further research, the 
inclusion of academic content in motor 
activities is desirable. -Cratty (1971) 
stresses this approach in which children can
 
perform motor tasks involving letters,
 
concepts (up, down), words, and telling time
 
(e.g., let the child use his arms as clock
 
hands to display various times)."27
 
Other educators have emphasized the multisensory approach in
 
the techniques they have developed. The V-A-K-T method (visual,
 
auditory, kinesthetic and tactile)28 features the steps of seeing,
 
hearing, writing and tracing, and frequently uses materials such
 
as sandpaper, finger paint, sand trays and raised and sunken
 
letters to increase tactile and kinesthetic stimulation.29
 
Gillingham, Slingerland and Fernald all have programs based on the
 
V-A-K-T method. Some teachers have successfully applied the V-A­
K-T method to teaching arithmetic.^0
 
Many of these multisensory materials are part of Montessori's
 
program as well. These specifically developed V-A-K-T programs
 
often stress a very routine step—by—step procedure for each new
 
concept learned.
 
Task analysis is an area addressed by Mark Gold in his series
 
f "Try Another Way,"21 aimed toward the mentally
 
retarded and severely handicapped population. His films
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dembnstcate the process of breaking down a given task into small,
 
achievable, one movement steps. One example he gives is teaching
 
a Severely handicapped child to drink from a cup^ The first
 
movement is raising the arm into proper position, next is placing
 
the hand correctly, next is grasprng-the cup, etc. The concept is
 
to:break whatever,task into small enough^components so that it can
 
be easily learned. The amount of breaking down would depend on
 
the needs of each given student.
 
As applied to math, the task* could be to recognize the
 
numeral 1 instead of 1-10 or breaking it down further into the
 
levels ofi learning-vsuch as ability to match numeral 1 with numeral
 
1, then :the ability to recognize numeral 1 among Other numerals,
 
and finally, the ability to recall that a numeral 1 is a numeral
 
1, first alone and then in a group of numerals.
 
Several other areas worthy of mention are promoted by the
 
educators at Redlands Diagnostic Center. They present the
 
concepts of developing probes to find a student's working level,
 
sequenced lists of skills in varied academic areas, and mastery of
 
each specific skill before progressing on to succeeding levels.32
 
They also emphasize the three levels of learning mentioned above:
 
Match, recognition, and recall, to distinguish what type of
 
learning a student is engaging in and ways to facilitate each
 
level.33
 
A recurring theme found in ^literature about learning
 
handicapped students is their lack of self-confidence. The
 
following ideologies each address this issue in a different way.
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 Mark Gold's mode is task analysis, but his goal is finding a way
 
students can be successful. His premise is that there is a
 
■ •.■i.t' :just-, , ,needs- to be found. 
Fitting in with the success-oriented elements of task 
analysis is the concept of mastery learning, given special 
attention by Redlands Diagnostic Center.34 Among other elements, 
this presentation of mastery learning deals with computing a 
personal mastery level (success level) and keeping colorful, 
visual, student-kept graphs that chart a student's personal 
success. The graph shows the progress in a specific skill area 
;/■ ,V,,.;^*3g:ally-^ittpor-t^^ to the subcess 
orientation are the levels of learning: "Yes, Johnny is 
successful at matching... th^ -numeral 1"; "Yes, Johnny can now 
recognize the numeral 1"? "Yes, Johnny now recalls the numeral 1." 
Psychocybernetics also addresses the issue of success. 
Authors on the subject speak of activating your success mechanism 
through visualization and auditory programming techniques.35 One 
psychocybernetics proponent quotes President Elliot of Harvard 
University in his speech, "The Habit of Success": "Many failures 
in elementary schools are caused by the fact that beginning 
students are not given a sufficient amount of work at which they 
could succeed." Consequently, psychocybernetics says students 
never had the opportunity to develop the atmosphere of success, or 
the successes. Dr. Elliot contended, ^ 
would arouse the student's enthusiasm, give him the success which 
would be a valuable ally in any future undertaking."36 
Besides low self-esteem, lists of characteristics common to 
many learning handicapped students often include some of the 
followir^g, elonc : mth;,.- • ^ttmehipg ' ■ v sufgestrpnsv-: ■ . ■ for / ::eaetev'­
characteristic.37 
CHARACTERISTICS
 NEBDS/SOGGESTIONS
 
1. 	Limited attention span. 
- Work In short blocks of time,
 
- Alternate quiet work with
 
physical activity.
 
2. 	Often iac'^s qualities of 
-Use specific directions.
 
judgment, logic, organiza
 
tion.
 
- Have organized materials and
 
routine schedules. r
 
3. 	More limited ability to fore
 Needs a classroom environment
 
see the outcome of their
 where standards are firm and
 
actions.
 consistent.
 
Compensatory behavior through 
- Daily opportunities for
 
aggression or withdrawal.
 success at all levels of
 
Often gives up easily.
 ability,

Frustration prone.
 
- Immediate reward meaningful.
 
5» 	D-ifficulty in working with
 Option and space available to
 
other children. Upset
 work alone when he chooses.
 
easily.
 
6. 	Confused with too many 
- Simplify work sheets.
 
symbols.
 
- Block out distracting parts.
 
- Give a visual model.
 
- Use nurabered boxes.
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CHARAGTERISTICS	 HEEbS/SOGGBSTlONS
 
7. 	Limited transfer or learn Opportunity provided to apply

ing from one activity to learning irj many situations*
 
another. Difficulty learn
 
ing abstract concepts* Practical, concrete materials
 
are needed.
 
Relate learning to immediate
 
daily living.
 
A multisensory approach is
 
helpful.
 
.Research Studies .v.';. -:-

Eudy (1973), in her dissertation, "The Effectiveness of a
 
Mathematical Device Called a Tryab on the Arithmetic Achievement
 
of Primary Students," based her study on the concept that learning
 
begins for primary students through the manipulation of objects
 
and that starting with objects, the student could more easily
 
learn the more abstract processes. For her study she developed a
 
tryab, which is a trilateral-faced board with a peg board, for
 
concrete manipulation of objects; a flannel board, for semi-

Goncrete; and a chalkboard, for the transition to the more formal
 
abstract steps. The tryab was an attempt to move from the
 
manipulation of Objects to the abstract in a logical, connected,
 
three-Step process.38
 
For 	this study, 2 groups of 32 first-graders were matched by
 
I.Q. scores, preschool experience, and math understanding. The
 
control group used a traditional instructional mode, and the
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 experimehtai group used the tryab. No significant difference was
 
shown between the pretest and post-test scores of either group.
 
The items showing the most gain with the tryab were inequality and
 
geometry. The item with the least gain was recognition of sets.^^
 
In Brown's dissertation, "Active Movement as a Means of 
:^Deyeloping and Reinforcing Selected Mathematical Concepts at 
Preschool Level," 40 students ageS 3 to 5 were studied. They were 
classified according to their number knowledge, a\id randomly 
assigned to a traditional treatment that used activity sheets, 
manipulatives, visual aids, and songs. The experimental group's 
activities: involved the: large; muscles to ■teach math. A pretest 
showed the two groups to be equivalent. After one month's 
treatment, no significant .difference was found between the post-
test scores of the 2 groups.40 
A study by Lamson (1975) compared the BMP (Developing 
Mathematical Process) program with the Distar Arithmetic Program. 
The BMP uses concrete manipulative materials and the discovery 
mode of instruction, while the Bistar Program uses direct 
instruction. The control and treatment groups were first—graders. 
The evaluation criteria consisted of items agreed upon by both BMP 
and Bistar experts as being taught by their materials. The 
research concluded that the first-graders using the Bistar Program 
with direct instruction in the pilot study had significantly 
higher mathematical achievement. Lamson also recommended further 
study because of the small size of the groups in the pilot 
study.4X. ^ : 
-15- ■ 
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My initial interest in task analysis for "learning
 
handicapped" was piqued by Mallow (i976l in; a study with low-

ability Junior High—aged childrenei^? In Mallow's study, the task
 
analysis group showed more significant gains in math than a
 
traditional program using token reinforcement
 
Ro^hemberg^^ Lehman and Hackntsln, 1979)43
 
keyed in on task analysis and sequenced activities. in this
 
studyf at-risll pre-kindergarten <:hildren were identified. There
 
were three groups compared: A.control group, a learning-assisted
 
- J;teatmen^^; g^ ng the MECCA program.
 
■Attention 	 was given equally to teaching time and bompSrable 
teacher training. The MECCA program was a total-involvement 
project, but the two crucial components were task analysis and 
sequential activities. The, results indicated that the "MECCA 
kindergarten students scored significantly higher on standardized 
readiness measures compared with similar children with potential 
learning problems in the alternate treatment and control group. 
The research study, done by Singh and Ahrens (1979), added 
weight to using hierarchically sequenced materials.44 Some 
preliminary work was done with moderately retarded children. No 
control group was used, but significant gains were shown using the 
Distar Arithmetic I curriculum. Based on this work, Singh and 
(1979) formed an experimental and control group. Care was 
tal«en .te. teaching time and reinforcement. Both 
groups of 8 mentally retarded children showed a steady monthly 
increase, but the experimental group progressed at a much higher 
-16­
rate. Results- revealed: that thie experimentai subjects; learned
 
significantly more objectives overs the IZ-month training period
 
than did the control subjects# The subject matter for the
 
experimenfesli broken down into smaller objectives^ and>
 
after each objective, the student was tested for mastery. At that
 
time further training was oivert until the studp>nt could pass the
 
mastery test for that objective. Each objective was mastered^ and
 
tested ^efore going on to \the next objective. The two elements
 
that seem crucial here are the breaking down of material into
 
small ecpponents; and the frequent checkingr for mastery of each
 
stepohefore':preqi^ding'sto'the'-next-step..
 
The current trends that stand out in the literature are the
 
use of direct teacher instruction, task analysis, sequenced 
skills, frequent checks for mastery, and success oriented 
teaching. 
-17­
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SOMMARY 
The goal in this project is to find methods, materials and 
techniques appropriate; for tearching beginning math concepts to 
learning handicapped students. 
The research presented shows, in Lamsoh's etudy with first 
graders, that direct instruction is a useful tool in ah early math 
curriculum. ROthei-iJerg * s study using "at-f Isk" pre— 
Kfh^rg.aJdieher:a-JEohndr-^ta&ir^ activities tp bp 
-cructa^i^ factorSi ;Sihgh hn<3 Ahrens, using the moderately retardedi" ^ ; 
population, also target task. analysis plus frequent checks for 
mastery as making a significant difference, 
Eudy* s (1973) study with the tryab showed no significant 
^iffntence in acquiring math concepts with this particular 
concrete manipulative device. Brown also found no significant 
difference in the mathematical learning of preschoolers using 
large muscle activities versus a more traditional method. 
Although Brown's one-month study showed no difference, I 
personally feel this issue to be worthy of more research 
involving: (1) Extending the treatment for a longer time period; 
(2) Osing a control group and a treatment group, both with 
hyperactive children; and, (3) Specifically for my purposes, 
replicating the research with a learning handicapped population. 
Next is the over view^^^^^^^^ thebretfpal/educational 
background. Although not specifically validated through the 
limited research presented, I see the work of Montessori and 
-18­
Piaget as a theoretical background to build on. As to jberCeptual­
motor training, many questions remain to be answered. At this
 
point,!spppprt^.^^ in providing motor activity that involves
 
academic content. : Also tor my work - I would like to be v
 
specifically aware of the multi-modal emphasis on the V-A-K-T
 
method, but choose not to utilize the rigid routines many of these
 
programs contain.
 
Neatly coupling with the emphasis of the research is the work
 
of Mark Gold and the Redlands Diagnostic Center concerning task
 
analysis;,; seguehcod. learhing> and freguent checks for mastery.
 
■Elements in . educational literature;, concerning . .success, ., 
orientation promoted by psychocybernetics, Mark Gold, and the ; j­
'Redlands.. Diagnostic Center fit in with my personal beliefs. ^ The . 
list of characteristics of learning handicapped students, although 
not conclusive, seems an invaluable consideration in structuring 
an appropriate learning environment. 
In developing the following math curriculum I plan to: (1) 
Build on the broad theoretical basis of Montessori and Piaget; (2) 
Specifically target the areas of task analysis, seguenced learning 
activities, freguent checks for mastery; (3) Incorporate a 
multimodal approach; (4) Key in on success-oriented methods; and, 
(5) Utilize the character istics of learning handicapped students 
to organize an appropriate classroom management system. 
In focusing on these areas to develop a math curriculum, I in 
no way choose to ignore other positions; I believe an effective 
 V 
teacher also needs to be flexible and sensitive to each child*s
 
unique characteristics-.;
 
Based on the informactiQiv presented hexe l will de
 
orgariize a Gurllculuin -of beginning xmitthef.cohGepte;f printar^ age
 
learnring—handicapped students. The project will be based on the
 
Cope Kindermath mat^erialsy^-am-alread^j^ developed curriculum on the
 
market. This curriculum features sequenced learning, direct
 
instruction, and frequent checks for mastery. Fully detailed kn-

the prxrject- will - be-- a. success oriented management system that
 
utilizes centers. : ftlgo:r included? will;: ib^ an introductory set of
 
activities that correspond to the Cope.Kindermath sequenced
 
materials. These activity cards will be developed on the match­
recognition-recali. concept of learning levels. The Appendix will
 
contain additional resources that can be used in the further
 
extension of this project.
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THE PROJECT
 
A Math Curriculum of Begintiinq number Concepts For
 
Primary Age Tiearninq Handicapped Students 	 : v?
 
A. 	 OVERVIEW
 
I have chosen to use the Cope Kindermath Program as the
 
academic core of the curriculum project. The Kindermath \Program
 
Incorporates the aspects targeted in the review of the research .
 
litecature a^^ being significant determining: factors in; mathematic
 
achievanfenii ^ iot'^primary/age learning handicapped: studentss'? These
 
aspects are: 	 ;
 
(1) 	Direct teacher instruction.45 fc?
 
(2) 	Task analysis.46
 
(3) 	Sequenced skills.47
 
(4) 	Frequent checks for mastery.48
 
The vital addition to the Kindermath materials are based on
 
the review of the literature as well. They are:
 
(1) 	A total success oriented management system built around
 
the characteristics of learning handicapped students.
 
(2) 	An introductory set of activity cards that directly
 
match each lesson card. These activities provide
 
multimodal experiences to reinforce the lesson and are
 
based on the different levels of learning (e.g. the
 
Match-Recognition-Recall Concept).49
 
These two additions are crucial because they move the
 
research backed Kindermath curriculum out of a "clinical
 
situation" where skills are taught in isolation and into an arena
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where a more total Integration of concepts is fostered and
 
specifically orchestrated.
 
B. 'iPHE bOPlE KINDERMATH PROGRAH
 
r——^The~^ope Kindermath Program is part of a total cognitively
 
Oriented pre-pfimary ei{p^irence^5^%^^^ mathematical componentr
 
Cope Kindermath, utilizes the direct instruction mode. Each child
 
; . ' ■ V:' ' ■ ■ ■ ' ■'V ■ ■ \ 
works at his own pace pased oh an individualized
 
"diaghcrstic/prsscr-iptiAre— approach using developmentally sequenced
 
curicular objectives.51
 
The program has nine objectives each divided into ievelsi ;
 
A. Same/Different;
 
B. Patterns/Concepts;
 
C. Sets 0 to 5;
 
D. Numerals 0 to 5;
 
E. Shapes; ~
 
F. Sets 6 to 10;
 
G. Numerals 6 to 10;
 
H. Signs; and,
 
I. Addition/Subtraction.
 
The program is designed to be taught using direct teacher
 
instruction in either a one-on-one situation or with a small
 
group. Each level of a given unit is to be mastered by each child
 
before the next level is ^ttpmp'tfd. A particular lesson may be
 
repeated as often as necessary until mastery is achieved. The
 
program is designed to fit into the other components of a regular
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classroom or to be used in conjunction with the other Cope
 
materials.
 
The student is placed in the program by checking on the
 
mastery level of each of the nine objectives. This is done by
 
using the green card at the end of each unit. If the child has
 
not mastered an objective the checking stops and the student
 
starts at the first level of that unit.
 
The crucial element is that mastery is assured before each
 
succeeding level is attempted.
 
The materials for the Kindermath Program are housed in a
 
compact 6" by 9" by 4" plastic box. Each level is typed on an;
 
8" X 5" card with clear step by step directions. The box also
 
contains a set of needed materials (i.e., blocks, number cards,
 
objects, etc.).
 
C. ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN
 
1. Centers
 
Overall Structure
 
The overall structure of the organizational plan is based on
 
four centers to which each child or small group rotates daily for
 
10 to 15 minutes. This time span is appropriate for the short
 
attention span of the learning handicapped student, as well as
 
fitting in with their need for frequent changes of activity and
 
alternate types of instruction. Different centers also allow the
 
teacher to give daily individual or small group instruction on
 
each student's level. This is of prime importance especially
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since the learning handicapped population includes such a wide
 
range of abilities.
 
Individual ^ ehtefs
 
These Centers are:
 
(1) 	Direct Instruction - to allow for direct teacher
 
instructioh at each child's individual instructional
 
\ level. '■ \ 
(2) 	 Rug Activity Center - to allow for the use of 
manipulatives in the reinforcement of the concepts 
' ■ ■■ taughf'S:"~ ' . s? . 
(3) 	 Table Activity Center - to allow for pasting, cutting^ 
coloring and clay activities to reinforce direct 
instruction. 
(4) 	 Free Play Center - to allow for student initiated 
activities; to give the student an opportunity to 
integrate the concepts being taught in their own way; 
and, to give the student a change of pace from the more 
directed tasks of the other centers. 
Teacher and Aide's Roles 
Ideally the centers function with a teacher working at the 
Direct Instruction Center and an aide or volunteer floating around 
to the other centers. The aide's job is primarily to facilitate 
and reinforce by verbal dialogue the concspts ths students are 
working on. 
„	 -V- ■■ ■ 
Time should be spent to fully aquaint the aide with the total
 
program and to share and discuss the positive rationale behind the
 
rules. The aide's role of facilitator and positive reinfor.cer
 
should be strongly emphasized and practice dialogues acted out: if
 
further training is needed.
 
An added help in training your aide would be to give her a
 
copy of the Characteristics of Learning Handicapped Childrenl (In
 
Appendix) and have her read through the research background of
 
this project, as well as the total project itself. An informed
 
aide fully trained by you can be an invaluable ally.
 
The activities the students are involved in at the Rug
 
Activity Center and the Table Activity Center are typed on cards
 
with appropriate interaction dialogue for a facilitatorv^^
 
cards will be in the student's folder at each center for the aide
 
to refer to.
 
Depending On the activity, an appropriate dialogue for the
 
aide could be, ["Terri, show me the one that is the same."] or
 
["Show me the card with the same number of circles as your
 
bears."] but, since having an aide is not always possible it is of
 
prime importance for the students at each center, other than the
 
Direct Instruction Center, to only be given work that they can do
 
successfully on their own. Also clear center rules and procedures
 
need to be established so that the students have the security of
 
the routines to help them function independently.
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Center Physical Arrangement
 
It is important that the centers are arranged so that the
 
teacher at her work area is able to have direct eye cQntact with
 
all the-other centers. Thi^^^ is especiallyilippQ?tant if an aide or;
 
volunteer is not helping. Also important is having the centers
 
arranged so that the rotation to the next center follows a
 
definite circular or square pattern,^ This gives the learning
 
handicapped student added built-in structure and allows for mor^
 
independent changing from center to center. The following is an
 
example of a possible arrangement:
 
Fvee "X\rxy Acr -j-ti/ t •k
 
I
 
Ker
 
D.recTe^
 
2. Center Rules
 
As pointed out in the Characteristics of Learning Handicapped
 
Students, clearly established routines need to be set up.52 These
 
routines need to be firmly established at the beginning of the
 
program to allow for more independent working later.
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The Center System Rules are very important and it is crucial
 
that the teacher understands the rationale behind the rules in
 
order to firmly and consistently reinforce them.
 
Rules;
 
1. 	 Work quietly!
 
2. 	 Do not interrupt the teacher's work center.
 
3. 	 Finish your work.
 
4. 	 Clean up!
 
Rationale; " • 	 ^
 
(1) 	The most basic rationale for the rules is that they
 
allow the teacher uninterrupted direct instruction time
 
for each child at his own level.
 
(2) 	The rules also stress independence and personal
 
responsibility.
 
(3) 	The rules create a conducive environment for a variety
 
of learning activities.
 
In enforcing these rules it is important to be convinced that
 
these three rationales have top priority. Also important to
 
remember is that the time a student must work independently
 
(assuming there is no aide) is only 10 to 15 minutes at each
 
center and that at the end of the 10 minutes, during clean up|
 
there is a time for verbal praise and interaction. The other
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factor involved is that the students working alone should be
 
presented only with work they can accomplish without help.
 
3'. Center Procedures,;
 
General
 
For the center work each child has an individual folder.
 
Each center has a decorative box where the folders are put. The
 
folders contaiyi a chart of ^that child's work progress,
 
award/sticker sheets, daily activity cards and daily work sheets.
 
At the-beginning of the program several days or weeks should
 
be' spent rWhere: all the students work at each ceriter as a ^rbup.
 
For example, everyone does an activity at the Rug Activity Center
 
and under the teacher's direction all of the rules and procedures
 
are followed. [For the beginning of the program when all the
 
students are working as a group Rule #2 should be covered up.
 
This Rule should be introduced when the group rotation is added.]
 
Papers; Each child gets his paper from his folder where
 
he has assigned work on his individual level. His
 
assignment is individually explained (This will be
 
covered in more detail later).
 
(2) 	Noise Level; Inside and outside voices need to be
 
discussed. ["Inside voices are soft. Outside voices
 
are louder."] ["We need to use our inside voices now."]
 
["Claudia, I am so glad you are remembering to use your
 
inside voice."]
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 Demonstrate and play games with the children using
 
inside and outside voices. Do this both inside and
 
outside the classroom. During the demonstratioh of loud
 
■^nd 	 soft voices it is also important to develop- and 
teach a hand sign to correspond to inside/soft and 
outside/loud voices. If these hand signs are always 
used in correlation with the terms it will strengthen 
the learning process and also allow for later nonverbal 
communication during center work time for a student who 
needs reminding. Ideally .^an aide, or the teacher being 
: i / 	 in a position to have direct eye .contaOt with all the 
students would softly address the student by name-, make 
eye contact, and make the sign. > for loud and shake your 
head no and then do the sign for soft and shake your 
head 	 yes. As time goes on this nonverbal dialogue can 
be abbreviated to only the hand movements. This is much 
less disruptive than a total, often loud, verbal 
dialogue, "John, work quietly!", etc. The goal again to 
reinforce is 10 to 15 minute blocks of quiet 
uninterrupted teacher instruction. 
(3) 	 Rewards: Quiet workers are rewarded with stickers. At 
this point stickers are given directly on their paper, 
on their hands or on special daily award sheets. Give 
stickers as frequently as necessary (even every few 
minutes). Catch the loud talkers at their infrequent 
times of talking quietly so they too can experience 
-29- V.-,:, 
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success. Stickers can also be given for finished work 
and 	appropriate clean up. 
(4) Material Storage; The teacher shows all the children 
where the materials' at each center, i.e., 
newspapers, paste, pencils, crayons, scissors, clay, 
blocks, paper, small sitting rugs, etc. Games can be 
played to reinforce where the materials are and how to 
put them back properly. Examples: "John, find and 
bring us an individual work rug." "Good, you remembered 
where they ,werei" "Jose, can you put the rug away?" 
(If he has ti^Ouhle) soweohe to help you 
put it away?" "Who would you like to help you? Choose 
someone." (If you have students who do no know the name 
of objects showi them the object that needs to be found. 
"Tom find a rug like mine.") 
(5) 	 Clean Op: After each daily activity reinforce that the 
children clean up when the timer rings. If they have 
finished and are cleaned up before the timer rings they 
may get a book and return to their center. If your 
group is on a very low level you may need a special 
"quiet toy" box they can choose from when they finish 
early. 
(6) 	 Rotation: When the timer rings and they have finished 
cleaning up they sit with their folder waiting until 
everyone is finished and ready to change centers. Then 
the teacher asks them all to stand quietly and then 
■ ■ ■ ■ -30- ^ ■ ; ■ 	 -vV- : ' ■ 
 change to the next center. Waiting until everyone is
 
standing before they are told to change can avoid the
 
.	 faster students from pushing or rushing the slower ones,
 
tr When the is completed, the 10 ininute
 
timer has rung, and;all the children are cleaned up and standing
 
with their foldere—the—-teaefreir-"tells the children to change
 
centers. During these first few days or weeks they will all be
 
directed to rotate together to the next center. They will be
 
directed to:
 
(1) 	Get theit papers out and put their folders in the box.
 
With the..helpsof: each child's individuai
 
work will be reviewed and the following procedures are again
 
reinforced:
 
(2) 	Stickers are given for quiet workers, those who finish
 
their work and those who clean up appropriately.
 
(3) 	Time is given for demonstration and practice in getting,
 
using and returning materials.
 
(4) 	The 10 minute timer rings and all the children clean up
 
their area and materials are put away.
 
(5) 	The children sit at the table with their folder until
 
everyone is ready. The teacher then asks them all to
 
stand quietly and then to rotate to the next center with
 
their 	folders.
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#1 Direct Instruction and #2 Rug Activities
 
At the Direct Instruction Center the teacher:
 
(1) Instructs the student at his particular level from the 
-?■ ■ ■ 'V-' Kindermath Card'Pox"; ■ ■ • 
(2) 	 Records the student's progress on the chart in his 
folder. 
(3) 	 Gives and explains the actiyities for the #2 Rug 
Activity Center and the #3 Table Activity Center. 
■ ■ ■ " 	 . 
(4) 	 The teacher selects the needed materials and puts them 
with 	the student's folder. 
15) 	 The apprppriate -Activity IcStd is clipped oh ; tht: outside ; 
of the folder for the aide to refer to later. 
At the #2 Rug Activity Center the student places his folder 
in the boxi He then gets out an individual floor mat on which his 
assigned task is placed. (Carpet squares approximately 16" x 16" 
can be obtained from a carpet store. If you explain the cause 
they may be donated.) When the timer rings he then returns his 
materials to the teacher, puts the mat away and sits quietly for 
the rotation to the next center. 
# 3 Table Activity Center 
In the beginning at the Table Activity Center different types 
of activities should be done. Each new activity should be 
demonstrated first by the teacher and then practiced by the child. 
Several days could be for coloring, reinforcing where to get the 
crayons and how to clean up and put their work away. Games can be 
included again to help everyone become independent in finding and
 
putting away materials. "Jason find and bring us a pair of
 
scissors." "Good job, Jason'V. "Now, Jason, choose someone to
 
.■glve^/the ■ scissors;, -bo :and . s.ee/ if .they..,./inow, how- , to-v.put . ■ it ■away-.; 
(If at this point you again have some children who do not know the 
_jiame,-of--ob-jectS" ehow--thera^-the_-Qbj_ect and ask them to find one like 
it.) 
This similar game dialogue can be,repeated daily if necessary 
until each child can locate all materials independently. Several 
days could be cutting and pasting activities, or only pasting, or 
only cutting, apcordinQ to the needs of lyour grou ,The key is to 
give each child a . small enough task that he can achieve it 
successfully in 10 minutes. For each new type of activity 
specific procedures need to be demonstrated and practiced. 
Examples: 
Cutting 
(1) Get paper from folder; 
(2) Get scissors; 
(3) Cut paper; 
(4) Throw away trash; 
(5) Put scissors away; and, 
(6) Put paper back in folder. 
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(1) Get paper from folder;
 
(2) Get newspaper; v' '
 
(3) Get glue;
 
(4) Folldw demonstrated gluing proeedures;
 
(5) Put completed picture in a designated place to dry;
 
(6) Close glue;
 
(7) Put glue away;
 
(8) Throw newspaper away; and.
 
Wash'hands. ^
 
It should be .fcept in mind: how many procedures each child can
 
follow independently and successfully. The goal''i*s for the
 
student to do all steps independently but if initially to be
 
successful he needs fewer steps to follow the aide can assist with
 
some of the steps. Sequenced picture direction cards can also be
 
used. (See Materials for Table Activities.)
 
# 4 Free Play Center
 
At the Free Play Center #4 the folders are put in a box. The
 
first days are spent in demonstrating and practicing the
 
appropriate use and storage of each type of material such as
 
blocks, toys, etc. At the beginning it is good to limit each day
 
to one or two types of activities so proper storage can be
 
learned. If this is taught thoroughly the independent clean up
 
will go smoothly later. Take as many days as needed doing the
 
center rotation as a group to firmly establish all the rules,
 
■. .-34-:: ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ : ­
routines, and procedures^ Toward the end of this phase stickers 
should be given only at the end of each center for the three 
specific rules being reinforced: Work quietly# complete your 
.wor:k->;-:/and:yclean>'^upi:i 'the;'■aide;.' or-i V'teache.,r' /bends:- overeach. . child 
the dialogue could go something like this: "Jose you worked 
quietly. your work is f inished and your work area is cleaned up 
nicely." As each rule is mentioned a sticker can be put on the 
child's paper. 
Another dialogue could go as follows: ["E.J., I am so giad 
you remembered to v/ork quietly, and use your inside voice." 
(.Sticker ; given) .| , [ "We" will wait, to give you a sticker for; your 
work until you f inish it later." ] [ "Today you forgot to put your 
scissors away. Do it now please. I think you will try to 
remember tomorrow." (No sticker given) .] If this were at the 
very beginning you could wait for the child to put the scissors 
aways and then give him a sticker. Only do this a very few days. 
Group Rotation 
The next transition when all the rules and procedures are 
established is to form groups and rotate by small groups or as 
individuals to the four centers. Special emphasis needs to be 
made at this time about the rule of not interrupting the teacher 
during her special work time at her center. Role play scenes of 
students finding materials independently and thinking and looking 
at the picture direction cards before asking for help. Also role 
play the opposite, where a child interrupts the teacher at her 
-35-■" 
 work center. If needed, go as far in the role playing as giving
 
stickers for following the rules. In the role playing the
 
students can be the teacher and the aides or teacher can be thb
 
studenti ^ Exaggerate the:; Intferruptlon. Ihe scene couidi be: The^
 
student interrupting the teacher's center by coming up and loudly
 
saying "I can't find the scissors!", etc. Role play enbugh over a
 
period of several days so the students are clear on what it means
 
to interrupt the teacher's working center.
 
At the beginning of this group rotation phase aides and
 
teachers should again give stickers liberally.
 
' The aide observe the students and every few minutes
 
reward them with stickers as they are following the rules. "Good>
 
you are working quietly." (Sticker given). "I am so proud that
 
you found your scissors without asking." (Sticker given) "I am
 
glad your work is finished. You must feel good about that,"
 
(Sticker given).
 
You can put the sticker directly on the paper where the child
 
is working, on their hand if that seems fun for thernvHor on a
 
daily award sheet.
 
Later, to reinforce the Center Rules the teacher can keep a
 
chart on each pupil's folder. The child could earn four stickers
 
for each center if all of the four Center Rules were follpwed.; At
 
the end of the clean up of each center the aide and the teacher
 
can circulate and put stickers on the four dots of the chart for
 
the four rules followed.
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The dialogue would be similaE to those before. (See Example
 
#1, Monday; Center #2). "Claudia/ you worked quietly even when
 
you helped Chris find his rug. That was good!" (Sticker given).
 
am so proud 'chat yc-o helped I'lia ceither thcjn ir-terrupt the
 
teacher. Thank you." (Sticker given). "You also finished your
 
-wpiHt^-eed-cXeaned—everytiHrng—up^.—-You area real star today. (Two
 
stickers• givenl.rri' ■ r . " 
Another dialogue could be ^^as follows: (Sed^ Example #2, 
Monday, Center #3). "Chris, today you were very loud when you 
:;:w^e—f-i-nding~th&~scissots-5-—-T—neeided to remind ybu to be quiet;
 
That also interrupted my. work. I am sure tomorrow you will try to
 
remember to wprk quietly and not interrupt others." (Sticker not
 
given). "I like the way you followed our other two rules. You
 
did such a nice job on your paper and your table is cleaned up so
 
nicely. You even helped Claudia pick up her papers off the floor.
 
You're learning to be a good helper. I like that." (2 stickers
 
given).
 
At the end of each day the total number of stickers are
 
recorded, (See Example #3). Rewards for stickers could be
 
excusing the child with the most stickers first for recess, etc.
 
On Friday all the students with 7a--8C) stickers could get a prize
 
or get to choose a special fun activity. (See Example #3). The
 
total required for a reward could be changed to 75-80 if there is
 
a need to tighten and reinforce the procedures.
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The dialogue would be similar to those before. (See Example
 
#1, Monday> Center #2). "Claudia, you worked quietly even when
 
you helped Chris find his rug. That was good!" (Sticker given).
 
"I am so proud that you helped him rathec than interrupt the
 
teacher. Thank you," (Sticker given) "You also finished your
 
work and cleaned everything up. You are a real star today." (Two
 
stickers given).
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Another dialogue could be as followsrs (See Example #2,
 
Monday, Center #3J. "Chris, today you were very loud when you
 
were finding the scissors. I needed to remind you to be quiet.
 
That also interrupted my work. I am sure tomorrow you will try to
 
remember to work quietly and not interrupt others." (Sticker not
 
given)* "l likei the way you followed our other two rules. You
 
did such a.nice .job on.your paper and, your table is cleaned up,so
 
nicely. You even helped Claudia pick up her papers off the floor..
 
You're learningv to be a good helper. I like that." (2 stickers
 
glven)''.'=--''' V';
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At the end of each day the total number of stickers are
 
recorded. (See Example #3). Rewards for stickers could be
 
excusing the child with the most stickers first for recess, etc.
 
On Friday all the students with 70-80 stickers could get a prizes
 
or get to choose a special fun activity. (See Example #3). The
 
total required for a reward could; be ^ changed to 75-80 if there is
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Recap ^ 
The students rotate to each center individually or in small 
groups depending on the size of the class and each child's working 
level» h class of four could have one child at each centetI A ^ 
class of eight could have four groups with varying numbers of 
children. One example would _be:--fQur groups of childreh with two 
in each group and each group working on a different level of the 
Kindermath materials. The groups 
placement on the initial checking 
with the green cards at the end of 
never ; be placed in a 
an objective. A child; could be 
would depend on each child's 
for individual mastery (done 
each level). A child should 
higher; gtoup; and 'thereby skip ' 
put in with a group that is 
working one objective lower and use that time to reinforce his 
learning and build feelings of success. 
When the groups have been formed it is helpful to make a 
large chart to be posted to assist in knowing where each group 
should be working. The dark dots on the chart indicate what 
center that particular group begins working at each day. From 
their initial center they then rotate in a circular motion to each 
center, changing when the timer rings. Every day each group works 
at each center. Following are several examples of grOup 
rotations. 
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Group Rotation Examples
 
Rotation Example #4
 
The Tigers work with the #1 Direct Instruction Center first
 
.::tteeh.V^tPta:te^ /tije 42 , Rug;-:Ac,tiv;i'ty . -^Centei'^,:. then.- to the^ >#3 .T^hle;,
 
Activity Center and then to the #4 Free Play Center.
 
The: Bears begin at the #4 Free Play Center then rotate to the
 
#1 Direct Instruction Center then to the #2 Rug Activity Center
 
and then finally to the #3 Table Acti^vity Center^ ^
 
Rotation Example #5
 
^ ^ and colors are used to designate the groups this
 
will_aid in the learning of the shapes and colors and the symBoli­
and colors can be used to mark folders, etc.
 
The circle group works first with the teacher and then
 
rotates to #2, then #3, and then #4.
 
The square group begins at #2, then #3, then #4, and then #1.
 
The triangles begin with #3, then #4, then #1, and then #2. ^
 
The diamonds work first at #4, then #1, then #2, and then #3.
 
^ ~S--i
 
Rotation Example #6
 
The rocket group only has one student. This should be done
 
; ■ ' ■ ' r 
carefully. There are times that a student would prefer to work
 
individually but often working with at least one other student is
 
an incentive. If two students on different levels are grouped
 
together for this purpose you could split the diirect instruction
 
time between the two or as mentioned before have the faster
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Rotation Example #4
 
^ The Tigers work with the #1 Direct Instruction Center first
 
then rotate to the #2 Rug Activity Center, then to the #3 Table
 
^ y C©nt0r and thGn to thG ^4 Ftgg Play C6nt©r»
 
Si J-he #4 Free Play Center then totate to the
 
and then, finally tp t Table Activity Center.
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Rotation Example #5
 
If shapes and colors are used to designate the groups this
 
will aid in the learning of the shapes and colors and the symbols
 
and colors can be used to marlc folders, etc.
 
The circle g^oup w^ teacher and then
 
,then::t4.,/; ■ ■ ,■ '■ - ' 
The square group begins at #2, then #3, then #4, and then #1. 
The triangles begin with #3, then #4, then #1, and then #2. 
The diamonds work first at #4, then #1, then #2, and then #3. 
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Rotation Example #6
 
The rocket group only has one student. This should be done
 
carefully. There are times that a student would prefer to work
 
individually often working with at least one other student is
 
an Incentivet, If two students on different levels are grouped
 
together for this purpose you could split the direct instruction
 
time between the two or as mentioned before have the faster
 
student, at least at times, work with the slower student to build
 
success and self-esteem. It is also helpful to place slower
 
students in the group that work with the teacher first. This
 
gives them the most structure when their attention is best and
 
also places their free time at the end of the math period when
 
they^^raay have less concentration.
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student, at least at times, work with the slower student to build
 
success and self-esteem. It is also helpful to place slower
 
Students in the group, that work with the teacher first. This
 
gives theni the most Strudtflt& attehtibn is :best and
 
also places their free time at the end of the math period when
 
they may have less concentration. , :
 
D. CENTER MATERIALS
 
Each center has a box, where a child places his folder. The
 
folders should be color Coded? a different color for each group.
 
If shapes are used for the group' names the folders could also have
 
the shape on it. The folder contains, the work for each center.
 
Each day after the child or small group works with the teacher she
 
shows and explains their assignments for the Rug Activity and
 
Table Activity Centers. The teacher gives the students the needed
 
materials and clips the corresponding activity card to a student's
 
folder. At the beginnning of each center time the aide, if
 
available, can use the card to refresh the student's memory about
 
their individual assignments. Many of the Table Activities will
 
have a finished example with them, as well as a picture coded
 
direction card. If possible these should all be laminated.
 
All of the above-mentioned procedures are aimed at having the
 
student work as independently as possible.
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Direction Card Holder
 
The direction cards have a special holder. It can be made to
 
sit on the table at the Table Activity Center or to hang
 
.wall near.by.
 
TABLE WALL
 
The finished holders need to allow room to slip in 8 1/2" by
 
11" direction cards. Whichever type you use twp;Of that Hind need
 
to be made.
 
Materials
 
One Table Holder One wall Holder
 
Stiff cardboard
 
3 pieces 9 1/2" by 12" " 1 piece
 
1 piece 9 1/2" by 6"
 
1 roll Colored booH binding 1 roll
 
tape 1" wide
 
Picture hanger 1 set
 
eye and hooH
 
Clear plastic
 
1 piece 9 1/2" by 12" 1 piece
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Table Holder
 
Take one piece of stiff cardboard and the one clear plastic
 
sheet. Use the book binding tape to secure them together along
 
the 12" sides.
 
Le<xfe opcvL^
 
4--' ^ c ol
 
li'
 Clear
 
plAS^'
 i

^V>eeT
 7
 
Use 1/2" of the tape on the front and fold it and have 1/2" on the
 
Lay out all the cardboard pieces as shown.
 
I o
 
V V
 
/r "
 
L€.49U4^C.
 
C
 
<­
Cardboair<i ^
 
With 1/8" between the pieces, connect them to each other with book
 
binding tape. Use strips 20" long for each connection and cover
 
 both front and back. Fold to make the finished product look like 
this. I ■ \if 
The tape opening is to slip in the direction cards.
 
Center Boxes for Folders
 
Ideal size 10" wide x 12" high x 6" deep.
 
(Except for Rug Activity Center - 12" wide ^
 
X 12" high x 12" deep).
 
(Boxes can be covered with colorful contact
 
paper).
 
Suggestion; Make a pocket for the front of the box for the
 
Activity Card for that center.
 
Folders
 
Ideal size when finished 10" wide x 13" high. Made from the
 
large pieces of folded construction paper:
 
. ■ ^ 
«</

/
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Or buy folder with pockets (27 cents at K-Mart)
 
Direct Instruction Center
 
■ Materials needed: 
- Teacher's chair (swiyal or on rollers if passible).
 
- Table area for students to work (Four student's maximum).
 
- Table for teacher's materials.
 
- Large book shelf for center materials.
 
- Designated boxes for:
 
- Student folders.
 
- Table folders center activity sheets.
 
- Rug Activity Center sheets.
 
- Manilla folders for Rug Activity manipulatives.
 
- Storage of manipulatives,
 
- Teacher's supplies:
 
Stapler, ruler, scissors, masking tape, markers,
 
stickers, paper clips, and pencils.
 
- • Green Kindermath card '^
 
-T 3 Ink Pad Stamps - Match, Recognition and Recall.
 
(You can have them made for about $3.00 each.)
 
Physical Management
 
An ideal placement for the Teacher's Center is again having
 
eye contact with all other centers. The arrangement of the
 
Teacher's Center must be done with care to make sure all materials
 
afe easily accessible, and well organized ' ^  area: where the
 
students work should be free from clutter and distracting
 
elements. The following arrangement is helpful.
 
>< X
 
o
■r 
0^^ 
0" 
0­
Te (KC, 
0­
s w e. 
ChctVv-
Shg \ ug s. 'S V\e [ i;gvS 
Box For Daily-Files 
Ideal size 12" wide x 8" high x 5" deep. This box is facing 
the teacher so she has easy access. It contains the progress 
charts for each small group. (The teacher's files can also be 
coded by the group's color and shape.) As each group works with 
the teacher this progress chart is taken out and the daily 
progress is recorded. It also shows the teacher where the group 
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ended the previous day and what card level from the Kindermath Box
 
is to be worked on next. (See Example 7).?
 
Daily Progress Charts
 
Example 7 shows the yellow circle group with the three
 
students Jose, E. J. and Tony, They passed the green objective
 
test card for I. Same/Different on Monday (M) 10-1-84. They took
 
the test (green card) for II. Patterns/Concepts on Tuesday (T)
 
10-2-84 and did not pass it. On Wednesday (W) 10-3-84 they; began
 
working on card Level 11 from the Kindermath Box but were not
 
finished.;- The same day 10-3-84 the Match ;&ctivities for card 11
 
were done. (The Activity Cards give activities for both the Rug
 
Center and the Table Center. They also designate match,
 
recognition and recall activities when it is applicable). On
 
Thursday (Th), 10-4-84, the group worked again on Level 11. At
 
the center recognition activities were done. On Friday (F), 10-5­
84, all of the group passed Level 11 and the recall activities
 
were done at the Rug and Table Centers.
 
On Monday, 10-8-84, the yellow group will start Level 12 and
 
do the corresponding activities from the Activity Card at Centers
 
#2 and #3. It is possible for a group to spend only one day on a
 
level and then only one day's activities will be chosen for
 
Centers #2 and #3. On the other hand a group may need to spend
 
longer than 3 days on a given level. In that case some activities
 
can be repeated, variations to the same activities can be given or
 
new activities can be generated to reinforce the same concept
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being worked on at that level. If the teacher makes new
 
activities due to the need of additional work on a given level, it
 
would be good to add this to the Activity Card and run off copies
 
and file them in the Activity Worksheet Boxes.
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Tase. Mrnm-t 
g»"X« PROGRESS CHART 
T"oir\y
Student'/ V II ' IName Je|it>j^W>^cl^ Cs>rf>LLp 
OBJECTIV^ j DATE PASSEl3 
Star ting 
Date 
MATCH 
/O"/- y 
RECOGNITION RECALL 
I. 
SAME/ 
OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
■ VBVEL 1 ; ; . ■ ; 
DIFFEREN1r ACTIVITY CARD 
Level LEVEL 2 
1 to 10 ACTIVITY CARD 
"levelT 
ACTIVITY CARD 
'I, 
LEVEL 4 
ACTIVITY CARD , \ ' 
LEVEL 5 
ACTIVITY CARD" 
LEVEL 6 
ACTIVITY card' 
LEVEL 7 
ACTIVITY card 
LEVEL 8 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 9 
ACTIVITY CARD ■ 
LEVEL 10 
ACTIVITY CARD 
II. OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
'U 
PATTERNS/ LEVEL 11 
CONCEPTS ACTIVITY CARD 
% 
^ 
■ 
\ ■ 
. 
"/a-
Level 
11 to 18 
LEVEL 12 
ACTIVITY CARD 
"A 
LEVEL 13 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 14 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 15 
ACTIVITY CARD' 
LEVEL 16 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 17 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL la 
, 
ACTIVITY CARD 
  
 
Example 7 
PROGRESS CHART 
Jtudent;'-s • 'Starring, 
fjame. Date 
iJBJECTIVE DATE PASSED MATCH RECOGNITION RECALL 
OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
'SAME/ 
|iJIFFEREI 
,LEVEL 1 
\ • \ .. . 
ACTIVITY CARD 
\ 
-■ 
ievel LEVEL 2 
!l to 10 ACTIVITY CARD ... „ 
- .Y - . ■ ... ■;■ ■ ■ • . ,. 
LEVEL!3 . . . 
ACTIVITY CARD ■■ 
• vS. , 
LEVEL 4 
ACTIVITY CARD , ' 
LEVEL 5 
ACTIVITY CARD 
* 
LEVEL 6 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 7 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 8 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 9 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 10 
ACTIVITY CARD 
  
 
PROGRESS CHART
 
Student*s Starting 
Name Date 
OBJECTIVE DATE ' ■PASiiED MATCH RECALL ■ 
II. OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
PATTERNS/ LEVEL 11 
1 • 
CONCEPTS ACTIVITY .CARD 
Level LEVEL 12 
11 to 18 ACTIVITY CARD 
- . . .. ■ 
LEVEL l'3 . 
actWityV"carp 
s;.. .. . '-r -p:—— 
—' ■ ^ - ■ 
LEVEL 14 
activity CARD 
LEVEL 15 
activity card 
LEVEL 16 
ACTIVITY CARD 
r 
LEVEL 17 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 18 
ACTIVITY CARD 
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 PROGRESS CHART
 
Student's Starting 
Name Date 
OBJECTIVE , DATE ■FASSED MATCH RECOGNHvlON .RECALL 
III. OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
SETS 0 LEVEL 19 ■■y---, ^ 
to 5 ACTIVITY'CARD 
Level LEVEL 20 A- ■ ■ . 
■ ■ . \ 
19 to 28 ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 21 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL.22 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 23 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 24 
* 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 25 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 26 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 27 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 28 
.. . • ■ " r" 
ACTIVITY CARD 
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PROGRESS CHART
 
Student's 
Name ■ 
OBJECTIVE s DATE PASSED 
Starting 
Date 
MATCH RECOGNITION RECALL 
IV. OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
NUMERALS LEVEL 29 
0 to 5 ACTIVITY CARD 
Level LEVEL 30 
29 to 41 ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 31 
ACTIVITY CARD \ 
LEVEL 32 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 33 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 34 
.. ■■ '-Y . - . ■ 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 35 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 36 
• 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 37 
.ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 38 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 39 
ACTIVITY CARD ■ ■ ,;4r 
LEVEL 40 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 41 
ACTIVITY CARD 
  
 
 
PROGRESS CHART
 
Student's Starting 
Name Date 
OBJECTIVE DATE PASSED MATCH RECOGNITION RECALL 
V. OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
SHAPES : LEVEL 42 ■ ■ . V", ■ ■ ■• 
Level ACTIVITY CARD . 
42 to 46 LEVEL 43 
ACTIVITY CARD 
1 LEVEL 44 
ACTIVITY CARD ^ A \ ■ ■ 
LEVEL 45 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 46 
. .. 
ACTIVITY CARD . ' 
VI. OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
SETS 6 LEVEL 47 
to 10 ACTIVITY CARD 
Level LEVEL 48 
47 to 53 ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 49 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 50 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 51 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 52 ;; 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 53 
ACTIVITY CARD 
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PROGRESS CHART
 
Student's Starting 
Name Date 
OBJECTIVE DATE PASSED MATCH RECOGNITION RECALL 
VII. OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
NUMERALS LEVEL 54 
6 to 10 ACTIVITY CARD : ■ 
Level LEVEL 55 
54 to 66 ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 56 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 57 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 58 - " 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 59 
ACTIVITY CARD 
^ ■ ■■ " 
LEVEL 60 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 61 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 62 
1 ACTIVITY CARD 
[ level 63 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 64 
ACTIVITY CARD I 
LEVEL 65 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 66 
ACTIVITY CARD 
  
 
  
  
 
  
^ -u.
 
■r'- ' 
PROGRESS CHART 
Student's Starting 
Name Date 
OBJECTIVE ■ _ DATE, .MATCH .RECOGNITION .RECALL 
VIII. OBJECTIVE TEST CARE 
, 
SIGNS LEVEL 67 
Level ACTIVITY CARD 
■ ' • ■ ■ -
r ■ 
67 to 76 LEVEL 68 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEli 69 - ■ ■ ; 
. V: ... . , 
ACTIVITY card' '
. <0. . ■ • ; 
LEVEL TO 1 -- ■ ■■ ;• - M, 
..... 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 71 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 72 ■ 1 
ACTIVITY CARD i 
LEVEL 73 
ACTIVITY CARD • ■ ■ . ■■ ■ ■ , , ' ■ 
LEVEL 74 
'■ . ■ .­ , ■;■ ■; V ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 75 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 76 
ACTIVITY CARD 
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PROGRESS CHART
 
student's 
Maine 
Starting 
a^v/-'/Oate:-^' 
OBJECTIVE DATE PASSED MATCH RECOGNITION RECALL 
IX. OBJECTIVE TEST CARD 
ADDITION/ LEVEL 77 
SUBTRAC- ; ACTIVITY CARD 
TION LEVEL 78 
Level , ACTIVITY CARD 
11 
. ■ ■ ■ 
level;79';'^ 
ACTIVITY CARD 
' • ; ■ ■ .;i;- ■ V-,;. 
LEVEL 80 . ...v.:.,' 1,5-■ • ..V , 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 81 
f 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 82 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 83 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 84 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 85 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 86 
ACTIVITY CARD 
... , i 
LEVEL 87 
ACTIVITY CARD 
 PROGRESS CHART (Continued)
 
Student•s Starting 
Name Date 
OBJECTIVE 
1 , . . : ■■ , . . ■ ^ ;. 
DATE PASSED; MATCH RECOGNITION RECALL 
LEVEL 88 
■ • 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 89 
ACTIVITY CARD 
LEVEL 90 
ACTIVITY CARD 
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student Folder - Center »1 Insert
 
This insectr is taken out each day when the student comes to
 
the pirefct Instruction Center #1. (See Example is
 
then placed in the FOLDER Box.
 
The insert is made of either construction paper or poster
 
board. Ideally it is covered with contact paper or laminated*
 
This size is 8 1/2" by ll*. An award chart i® attached to the
 
top* The bottom or back can be used as e work area; As the
 
teacher is working with her small group she can give stickers for
 
each correct response, fot levels ycorapleted- or for each day*si
 
work. This can be done differerttl.y for each grOup* depending'^
 
their need for reinforcement.
 
Example 8
 
- (SCDfisa(§QDdl
 
\ ^ 
 
,^'^P ^
 /N
 
V KUfGOmt -^=
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Box/File for Worksheets
 
Ideal size 12" wide X 8" high X 12" or more deep.
 
This box contains the worksheets described on the Activity
 
Cards. Tiiey need to be clearly filed by level number. Tjwo
 
different kinds of file folders need to be designatedi One for
 
the Table Activities and one for the Rug Activities. (Use
 
different colors of folders or color code by stickers). Example:
 
File Level I Activities in a blue folder for the Rug Center
 
followed by Level I Activities in a red folder for the Table
 
Activitiesr then Level II blue folder and Level II red folder,
 
If they are clearly filed the teacher, at the end of the 10
 
to 15 minute work time, while the others, are cleaning up, can
 
quickly and easily locate the papers needed. The papers can also
 
be pulled the evening before and put in the progress folder for
 
the next day. Another way is to pull consecutive papers for one
 
week and place them in another folder behind the progress folder
 
to be given Out daily. The drawback to this is that the group may
 
not need to complete all of the corresponding activities for each
 
level if they have mastered the level in one day.
 
Box for Manilla Envelopes for Rug Activity Manipulative
 
Ideal size: 10" wide x 12" high x 6" deep.
 
Each student needs 4 to 6 manilla envelopes with his name and
 
group symbol clearly marked on them. They will be stored in this
 
box and used to put the manipulatives in for the Rug Activities.
 
■„ -58- ■ 
Depending on the size of the group this can be done at the end of
 
the teacher's work time with that group or the envelopes can be
 
prepared the evening before by the teacher or the aide. The
 
■ , direct vfo.r;;.vvhat \.,g,oes :4nto :the -envelopes is on', - .the ■Act■lv,ity 
Cards that correspond with each level taught. More than one 
activity may be assigned for one day. In that case put each 
separate activity into a different envelope. 
^The manipulatives often correlate with a worksheet in the Rug 
Activity Worksheet Box as well. The sheet can also be put in the 
envelope. The Activity Gard iteself .can be clipped on the box 
where the folders are put for the Rug Center, The Card will help 
the aide in facilitating the work at this center. 
Rug Activity Center #2 
Materials needed; 
- Large rug area. 
- Individual rug mats 12" x 16" approximately.
(Approximately 16 for a group of 8).
(Local merchants may donate them if you ask). 
- Storage area for the mats. 
- Number line 1 to 10 (mounted on wall at floor level). 
There are children who will have trouble changing from one 
activity to another independently. For the Rug Activity Center 
individual rug mats can be layed on the floor in a straight row. 
The student's manilla work envelopes can be placed one on each 
mat. The student is directed where to begin and is told to finish 
the work in each envelope and then go on to the next one. The 
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work on each rug is to be left out until the aide or teacher
 
checks-, it ;
 
This procedure can be taught step by step. Place masking
 
tape 5n a line on the floor w^h mats are to go. Give the
 
student the correct number of mats and help him lay them out on
 
the tape. Give the student his manilla folder and help him lay
 
them out, one per mat. After doing the complete process together
 
for several days have the student place the manilla envelopes
 
independently. When that is done successfully the next step is to
 
lay the last rug down independently. Follow this with giving the
 
student the ;i^oxrect number of rugs- to^ lay down without help.
 
Next, put small dots of tape on the floor to correspond with the
 
number of rugs needed. The student, first with help and then
 
independently, gets enough mats to cover each dot and then lays
 
his envelopes on top. At clean up time after his work is checked
 
the process is reversed. Depending on the level of the child he
 
may eventually be able to count the number of envelopes and then
 
count how many rugs he will need. This procedure can be taught to
 
all of the students if it seems necessary. The key is to (1)
 
Demonstrate the process; (2) Do the process together; (3) Break
 
the process into small steps; (4) Do all but the last step of the
 
process together; and, (5) Continue to add one step at a time
 
until the student has mastered the whole process independently;
 
Jn all the steps be sure to praise the child for what he- cahi
 
do. "Chris you layecf put your enveippes all by yourself today.
 
You did a good job." "Chris thank you for helping me lay out the
 
rugs so carefully." "You got the right number of rugs all by
 
yourself. That's great!"
 
The goal is for each student to be able to develop
 
independence apd responsibi1ity. Strueture and routine help this
 
process. So in this case as soon as a student can do the complete
 
process independently allow him to do so; This also builds his
 
self-esteem.
 
Table Activity Center #3
 
Materials needed:
 
- Table with area for^^ least 4 to worfe.
 
- Book shelf to store:
 
scissors
 
glue
 
newspapers
 
pencils
 
playdough
 
crayons, etc.
 
- Holder for daily sequenced picture directions.
 
- Tape recorder and Head Set equipment for 4 students.
 
Free Play Center
 
- Trucks, cars, etc.
 
- Play dishes;
 
- Blocks;
 
- Sandbox or cornmeal box;
 
- Puzzles;
 
- Paints, easel;
 
- Brushes;
 
'-ei­
  
- Clay, plastic mats, cookie cutters, etc.;
 
- Games; . „
 
- Nesting Toys;
 
^	 - NUmbier-lltte 1 to 10 (mouhted at filoor leyelc or ott tho wall
 
with a pocket under each number);
 
- Beads to string;
 
- Nuts/Bolts; 	 *
 
- Small plastic pipe fittings;
 
- Number line (on wall at floor level), numbered sets of
 
objects to match to the number line:
 
Clothespins Pennies 
Cars Sticks 
. , " Cups-, . - : \ , ■ Sma.ll-plas.tic pipe, v ' 
Saucers 	 fittings (when
 
screwed together
 
make a number line)
 
- Facilities for water pouring.
 
This list could be endless. (See Appendix for more ideas).
 
Not all items need to be available each day. Neat storage is
 
important to allow for the student to independently use and return
 
materials. Shoe boxes with the picture of contents on the end is
 
helpful for small items. More expensive but useful are the clear
 
plastic shoe boxes.
 
Overview of the Center System
 
The room is conveniently organized with all supplies needed
 
for each center ready and available. The first days or weeks are
 
spent with the total group rotating - to Centers #2, #3, and #4.
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During this time the rules and procedures are demonstrated an<i
 
practiced until they are firmly established.
 
The children are tested in the Kindermath Program and grouped
 
into four groups? -similar: functioning.^^. large rotation chart
 
is made. Practice is done with each group rotating to each
 
center. The groups rotate to each center daily with their
 
folders. The folders contain their work for each center. The
 
first few days of group rotation may require more help from the
 
aide in explaining the assignment. Eventually the teacher will
 
basically explain the Rug Activity assignments and the aide will
 
exptain.*-; the ; v^able^f^^ Activity assignments although- they .iare
 
structured for independent work. ;
 
Each center is 10 minutes long and can be longer if this is
 
desired. The teacher sets the time for 10 minutes. The teacher
 
works with a small group at her center. The aide moves around to
 
facilitate the work at the other centers. The students at the
 
other centers are each working independently.
 
When the timer rings the students begin cleaning up. The
 
teacher sets her timer for 5 minutes and finishes up with her
 
group. When the children are finished they sit quietly at their
 
center with their folders. The aide and teacher rotate around and
 
check student's work and give stickers and verbal praise. When
 
the timer rings again everyone should be cleaned up and have their
 
folders.
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When everything is done the teacher asks them all to stand 
quietly and then to rotate with their folders to their next 
center. They all rotate ^ to the next centet. 
When the student comes to the Teacher' s Center they take oiit 
the Teacher's Center Card #1 and put their folders in the box on 
the desk. The teacher works with each ygroup according to where 
they are on their progress chart. The teacher takes out the 
indicated card and materials from the Green Kindermath Box on her 
table. When the 10 minute timer rings (or before) the teacher 
gives her smail group theit assignments and materials for Centers 
2 ''and 3. ' ' ' V 
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ACTIVITY CARDS 
Getting Started 
The Activity Cards give suggested activities for both the Rug 
Center- and—the--Table Center. The teacher needs to make sure a 
supply of the corfespondlng-worksheets are run off and filed in an 
organized manner, as well as organizing the needed manipulatives. 
The Activity Cards are a different color from the regular Direct 
-Instmction--€ard^s—and, are filed in the green plastic storage box 
fallowing the level to- which it- belopgs; If needed two of each 
Activity • Cat4s. c he made - so at least vtwo groups can ; be wor kirig 
on the same level on the same day. 
Step by Step Process 
(1) The students rotate to each center daily. When they are 
at the Teacher's Direct Instruction Center they are working from 
one of the level cards in the green plastic storage box. 
(2) At the end of the lesson the teacher takes the Activity 
Card corresponding to the lesson taught that day. The teacher 
pulls the needed worksheets and manipulatives from organized boxes 
within her easy reach. 
(3) The teacher explains the activities for the Rug Center 
and the Table Center. 
(4) The worksheets are stamped Match, Recognition, Recall. 
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 (5) The Rug Center mahipulatives are put in a manilla
 
envelope for the student to take with him. The Table Center
 
worksheets are put in each student's folder,
 
(6) The teacher "also ■ marks each .student's folder with the 
level and activity worked on (See Example #7). 
(7) Before the group rotates from the Teacher's Direct
 
Instruction Center to the Rug Activity Center and then on to the
 
\­
\:
 Table Activity Center the Activity Card for the group is clipped
 
• ■ ■ 'i - ■ • ■ ' 
to one of the student's folders.
 
(8) When the group goes;to each cehter their Activity Card
 
will be put in the pocket on cthfe;outside'ot;the "felder box of that
 
center. From there the aide is; able to pull the card and assist
 
the work at each center.
 
As will be seen, many of the activities can be used for
 
either Match, Recognition or Recall activities. Some of the
 
differences are in the type of questions asked by the facilitator
 
as the student is working. Probably an aide or volunteer will be
 
asking the questions as the students are working on the activities
 
at the Rug and Table Activity Centersi The teacher will have
 
stamped Match, Recognition or Recall on the student's paper. The
 
aide needs to be trained in the concept; of Match, Recognition and
 
Recall. Examples will be on each Activity Card. Below are some
 
examples as well. It is crucial that this concept is fully
 
understood in order to present to each student j^ork he can
 
accomplish successfully.
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Examples:
 
Match:
 
Recognition!
 
Recall^;
 
■- ■" A ■ 
Show the student a spoon. "Show me your 
spoon Hold up a numeral one. "Show me your 
numeral one". (The student only needs to 
match what you have showed him.) 
Show me a spoon. (You have said the-name ;of 
the object. The student needs to recognize 
which one is: a spoon). "Show me a numeral 
one." ■ ' 
Holding up an object "What is thiS?"V (You 
ihave given. the , student no verbal clue. He 
must totally recall the information that the 
object is a spoon). 
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ACTIVITY LEVEL: 1 
CARD: MATH CARD: 1 
( IJECTIVE: Identify Objects by Name 
RUG ACTIVITY TABLE ACTIVITY
 
Match objects to their out A. Color the object forms on paper.
 
lined form on paper.
 
MATERIALS:	 Worksheets
 
Bag of objects (Put in a manilia envelope)
 
FACILITATORi	 Match: Hold a spoon - "Show.me a spoon etc.
 
Recognition: Show me your spoon, etc
 
Recall: Hold up an object, "What is this?" Continue with
 
all the objects.
 
)TES:	 Give the child ^ as many worksheets as you think he can
 
complete in 10-15 minutes. This may differ for the Rug
 
Activity and the Table Activity. The child probably Can
 
match more worksheets than he can color.
 
If the child needs more practice with this activity more
 
worksheets can be made with different objects.
 
Also if a child can accomplish it a large Cardboard can be
 
made with the forms qf many objects to roatch. A duplicate
 
of this can be available at the Free Play Center;
 
:tivity:	 LEVEL: 1
 
CARD: MATH CARD: 2
 
iJECTIVE: Identify Objects by Name
 
RUG ACTIVITY	 TABLE ACTIVITY
 
Sort objects. B.	 Paste forms of objects already cut
 
out. (A more difficult process is
 
to cut the forms out and paste
 
them. Only do that if the child
 
is ready for that many steps).
 
MATERIALS:
 
Worksheets containing the Worksheet with objects. (Can be
 
form of one object per paper. already cut out by teacher).
 
Large assortment of objects Colorful construction paper.
 
(several of each kind in a
 
baggie).
 
iCILITATOR: 	Match: Holding up a popsicle stick - "Show me your stick",
 
etc.
 
Recognition: "Point to your stick."
 
Recall: "What is this?"
 
NOTES:	 Again try to judge the amount of work each student can
 
complete in 10-15 minutes. Some students may need two
 
envelopes for the Rug Activity.
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LEVEL! 2
\CTIVITY
 
MATH	 CARD:
 1
 
D FECTIVE; Identify Objects as "The Same"
 
RUG ACTIVITY TABLE ACTIVITY
 
\ Match ob3ects to forms on A. Use glue to outline forms. Add;
 
worksheets. Beans, glitter, sand, etc.
 
3. Sort objects.	 B. Vary #A.
 
4 CERIALS:	 Worksheets
 
Objects: Glue^ glitter, beans, etc
 
Sort material 	squares. C. Use lids of cottage,cheese' make
 
(Put the same ones together.)	 matching sets. Paste material
 
circles in them. Paste pictures
 
on them.
 
D. 	Sort pictures. (Put the D. Paste or cut and paste pictures
 
same ones together.) together.
 
^ [*ERIALS:
 
P^raCILITATOR:
 
ES:
 
Worksheets *
 
Material squares/circles
 
Pictures (Dittoed or magazine)
 
Glue
 
Cottage Cheese tops
 
Construction,.Paper,.,
 
Match: This is a clothespini, 

choose one that is the same.
 
This one is the same. You
 
Recognition: This is a spoon. Point to one that is the
 
same.
 
Recall: Find two that are the same.
 
To match pictures you can buy 2 of each magazine such as
 
Life or Sesame Street. You can tear out one identical page
 
for an advanced student to cut objects that are the same and
 
paste them together on a paper. To make additional pictures
 
that are dittoed you can get coloring books with interesting
 
objects to copy.
 
Be conscious not to give a student more items to sort than
 
he can do successfully. Two short sorting jobs in separate
 
bags may be more manageable.
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ACTIVITY:
 
: RD: MATH
 
: JECTIVE: Identify Objects as "The Same"
 
RUG ACTIVITY; TABLE ACTIVITY
 
More Difficult
 
E. 	Sort colored cellophane Pre-made or make poster paper
 
squares or construction glasses. Use colored cellophane
 
paper squares.. : for the lenses.
 
! ,TERIALS:	 Cplored construction paper :
 
Colored cellophane paper cut in squares
 
Pre-made glasses/or to make glasses pattern
 
Poster paper (stiff paper) for glasses
 
L.iCILITATOR;	 (Sample dialogue)
 
Match: ' "This is a blue square." "The blue one in your hand
 
is the same."
 
Recoqnition; "This is a blue square." Find one that is the
 
same."
 
Recall: Find two squares that are the same."
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ACTIVITY LEVEL! 3 
CARD: MATH CARD: 1 
BJECTIVE: Identify Objects as "Not The Same" 
RUG ACTIVITY TABLE ACTIVITY
 
Continue activities from A. Continue activities from levels
 
levels 1 and 2 using "not 1 and 2 using "not the same"
 
the same" language. language.
 
Match Objects^pigtuxes Color— 
and:~t(ate:rials, Cut,.-■ Match, Sort 
Sort objects, Paste ­
and materials
 
B.
 Sort cards from card games. B. Worksheets with numbers. Precut 
Use number 1-5 all of the or cut ajid paste a number that is 
same color. , not the same. 
ATERIALS: 	 Number cards and number worksheets 
C. Sort stack of shapes 	 C, Sheets with shapes on it. Draw 
one that is not the same, Have 
concrete shapes to trace. 
MATERIALS:	 Construction paper shapes
Blocks of different shapes
Shape worksheets 
"ACITITATORj (Activity B)
Match: "Here is card #1." ' "Here is one that is 'not the 
same'." "Give me one that is 'not the same'." 
Recognition: "Here is card #1." "Find one that is 'not the 
same'," 
Recall: (Aide) Choose two cards that are 'not the same' . 
"Tell me about these cards." 
JTES:	 At this point it,is important to have items that only differ 
in one aspect. (Example: They differ in shape or color, 
but not both). 
In Activity B use only as^ many cards as can be done 
successfully. 
If more work is needed continue to vary the above 
- activities. 
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ACTIVITY LEVEL: 4 
:aRD: MATH CARD: 1 
) lECTIVE: Identify Objects which are "Different" 
TABLE ACTIVITY
RUG ACTIVITY
 
Sort objects/pictures. A. Worksheet with rows of objects or
 
Baggie of objects in it. shapes. Color the one that is
 
All are the same but one. different.
 
The bag also contains a
 
card to match most of the Variations: Worksheet with clown
 
"6bjects. (Example: Card ■ face-^'-'" Precut': ■oT■^;cut■ ■ ,#^hd^'^paste■■l^ 
with a spoon oh it. All hat on the clCwh that is diffe 
the objects in the bag rent. Cars - cut and pad 
match exactly except their wheels on the car that is diffe 
is one block or fork, etc. rent. Indian jfaces ^ cu^^ and 
paste a feather on the Indian 
that is 
atERIALS: Worksheets 
\ Many combihations can be made: 
- Nuts/one',.bolt-:v- %.
 
.Keys/one^H,lock--. .
 
- Spoons/one fork 
- Pencils/one 	eraser 
- #4 playing cards/one #2 card 
- Yellow forks/one red fork 
- Red blocks/one purple block 
- Blocks/one ball ­
- Red plastic 	paper clips/one blue one 
- Plastic paper clips/one metal one 
- All the same material squares/one different 
- Buttons/one different 
B CILITATOR; (Sample dialogue)
Match: The spoons are in the bag. The fork in my hand is 
different (lay it down). Pick up the one that is different. 
Recognition: "All of the spoons are the same as the card. 
This fork is different. What else is different?" 
Recall; "Lo6k at all the objects." "Show me the one that 
is different." 
SOTES:	 Again, be sure they differ in only one aspect, Make sure 
the differences are obvious. 
A variation is to- have two of one object and more of 
another. (Example: Six spoons and two forks.) The bag 
contains one card to match the spoons. The student then 
finds the two that are different* This allows for the 
Recognition stage. 
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 ACTIVITY LEVEL; 4 
RD• MATH CARD: 2 
IJECTIVB: Identify Objects which are "Different" 
RUG ACTIVITY TABLE ACTIVITY 
Stamp kit (could be money). B. Worksheet with rows of objects or 
Have papers approximately shapes. From another paper cut 
5 X 4 cut. Student stampsi and paste over the object that is 
objects on paper that are different. 
all the same except one. 
(If needed give the student ■-Variat;ione;- Ja^e brack r•■^ctangles'­
oniy? two stamps)i Also you ; on the table that could cover the 
could give the student objects. Paste a black rectahgie 
papers that are already over the one that is different^ 
stamped with objects and the 
student stamps the one that A more complicated form is to have 
is different. one object on the side and to mark 
or color all the ones that are 
different from that one. 
™4TERIALSt	 Stamp kit 
5 X 4 papers 
Worksheets 
FACILITATOR; Match: The aide takes a paper and stamps three of one 
She then > stamps one lOf a diffefent kind aiM says,
"This one is different. Stamp andther one that is 
different." 	 • 
Recognition: Aide Stamps three of one object and asks the
 
student to stamp on that is different.
 
Recall: "On this paper stamp three that are the same and
 
one that is different."
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Developing Further Materials
 
The goal in developing the worksheets and activities is to
 
provide luaterials that are common to a child's world or ci
 
potential high interest. Another feature is to provide a wide
 
variety of appropriately simplified materials so those slow
 
students who will be on one level for a long period of time can
 
learn the same concept with
 
'new' materials. In creating
 
additional materials for these units it is important to emphasize
 
the concept of presenting simplified tasks and advancing slowly.
 
An-ej^a^pie of this aire"the four following pages,. l^he firsts a
 
typical primary worksheet, the second, third and fourth are
 
adeptations. These are the things to watch.
 
PICTURE 1
 
(1) 	The direction language,
 
"does not belong" was
 
not introduced before ­
in the booklet.
 
(2) 	In the booklet there are
 
only four such pages with
 
these directions and for
 
mats.
 
(3) 	Many learning handicapped
 
students would have
 
trouble distinguishing
 
"each line".
 
PICTURES 2 and 3
 
(1) 	The direction language,
 
"different" was introduced
 
in the Teacher Directed
 
Lesson with that level
 
immediately before the
 
activity and is repeated
 
^consistently.
 
(2) 	This format will be used
 
repeatedly.
 
Pages 2, 3, and 4 all
 
block out the work clearly
 
and show the difference
 
in difficulty level.
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PICTURE I
 
(1) 	The direction Language,
 
"doeg not belonfl" was
 
not introduced Defore
 
in the oooJciet.
 
(2) 	In the booiclet there are 
only fou.r- such pagefs' witLs' 
these ■direct-ions •and Eor--; 
ma ts • 
(3) 	 Many learning handicapped 
students would have 
trouble distinguishing 
"each line". 
In each line 
put qn X on the picture 
that does not belong. 
desk 
kiiTiJL'tS'W 
desk ease! 
H 
desk 
brush 
r? r* 
OiAjSC? 
pencil 
Pi 
I 
brush 
llJa 
brush 
easel easel sharpener easel 
pencil pencil pencil desk 
.:x 
-.--•aI 
srs­
.V­
ZT 
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sharpener brush sharpener sharpener 
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EVALUATION
 
The above behavioral management rotation system has been used 
effectively in a Learning Handicapped Special Day Class with 
students ■ age: ■ to"-IG^' ■ In^ abirity ' pheS:e'> studanlS; tanged.^;f.toitt" 
Mentally Retarded (M.R.) to high/average Severely Emotionally 
Disturbed (S.E.D.)* Each student^dTd~"get daily instruction on his 
ability level, was able to achieve success on his own level, and 
to develop a Sjense of responsibility. 
Recommendation/Limitation
 
I,;firstly, would fecommend that the behayior rotation system
 
be evaluated by setting up this program in several learning
 
handicapped classrooms. Admittedly, because of the wide variety
 
of programs, teaching styles, and differing student populations it
 
would be hard to eliminate the variables in such a study.
 
Due to the enormity of the tasks and the constraints of time
 
the Activity Card part of the curriculum was only begun.
 
The cards and materials that were developed were done in a
 
very detailed manner in order to develop the concepts involved as
 
clearly as possible. But here my second recommendation is that
 
Activity Cards and" materials be developed for the total Kindermath
 
Program, and that this be implemented on an experimental basis in
 
several learning handicapped classrooms.
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GOGNITIVELY ORIENTED
 
PRE-PRIMARY EXPERIENCE^
 
Developmental Curriculum Model
 
- -7
 
I./ Perceptual-Motor Development
 
/
 
A. Sensory Perception and Discrimination
 
1. Visual Perceptibn and Discriminati^on
 
a. visual discrimination "
 
b. visuaT patterning and sequencing
 
c. visual memory
 
2. Auditory Perception and Discrimination
 
a. auditory discrimination
 
b. auditory memory
 
3. Tactile Perception and Discrimination
 
'- '4, Olfactory and Gustatory Perception and Discrmination .
 
B; Perceptual Integration ' . ,
 
1. Tactile-Visual Integration
 
2. Tactile-Auditory Integration
 
3. Visual-Olfactory/Gustatory Integration
 
4. Tactile-Gustatory/Qlfactory Integration
 
C. Fine Motor/Eye-Hand Coordination
 
D. Gross Motor Coordination *
 
II.) Conceptual-Language Development
 
\I^. Socio-Emotional Development
 
I|^ Achievement ^
 
A. Reading x, ,
 
B'.: ■ ■ ■ Mathematics: ' 
V. Enrichment Activities ^
 
A. Social Studies
 
\'\ B.'Science- ^-^, ■ 
C. Health/Safety - , ­
■-v/V;:;"' D.:7Art:,^7: '7Gx;:;7-l.'7:J^i|||f|||i|ii^ 
E. Music 
F. Cooking . , 
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Early Learning introduces..
 
KINDERMATH //™ the first
 
software math system with
 
"Talking Teddy"

voice synthesizer

for ages 4—7
 
series of 10 
nfauely-deslgned SI liil 
lam disks 
ased on a 
lationally-validated 
rogtam for school Disk #1-Stflie 2:!id Different Disk #2-PatternsaodConcqits
Teddy introduces math vncabuiaiy and. Teddy leaches how to copy a pattern byr home use. symbols, leachmg the meaning of using die joystick to move pictures on
urchase the entire same, different, and f^has well as the thescreen. One-to-onecoir^ndaice 
names of the graphic;used throughout is tau^t. CtMicepts of anpty/hiU,|fstem or buy HNDERMATU fl''. ^^^ih Teddy's in- some/none, more/less, and ^ ualare 
; stnicdon and die easy to use joystick, introduced in a ganw-like formalne disk at a time. dukbeo can identity and loc^ the 
coioriid picture graj^ that are the 
same and difieim Ihey can also 
create their own sets. 
P'T. ' 
r-Vt: 
m 
Disk #6 -Sets 6 to 10 Disk #7 - Numerals 6 to 10 
Building upon what the duld knows By teaming to match the numerals 6 
about sets 0 to 5 (disk #4), Teddy through 10 to sets of bnglitly colored 
presoiis sets 6 to 10 ina lively foniui picoires on the screen, the diild be)f use on Apple He, Fdr example, he teadies that the sdof comes fomiliar with these numbers.
)ple D, Commodore 64 6 is one more than the set of 5. ^ 
ariy Learning, Inc., 38 N. Waterloo Rd. Qevon, PA 19333 (215) 687-1331 
:!u­
:« 
HNDERMATH /Z /w/^^ these oummding^mes... 
0 	complete 10-disk software system J easy to use joystick instead of keyboard;
containing 90 gamelike s^uential Teddy talks through headphones or 
lessons that can be purcha^ as a lull 
system or by individuai disk package i	 child-centered; interactive; b|iilt-in 
praise and success0 	Introduces children to computers and 
mathematics; does not require reading self-paced, requites little or no adult 
skills. supeivlsion 
0 	coloiiul attention-holding graphics developed by a team of^^creative 
with motivating talking educators and prograiiimers 
r"i 
r ■ * 
r- ;• 
ft:.* 
r. 
n m 
Disk #3 - Sets 0 to 5 Disk #4 -Numerals 0 to 5 Disk #5.- Shapes
Learning to recognize sets 0 to $ b^ Once children learn to recognize what Chilclren delight inmaking the shapes 
comes great foa Children use the joy- makes a sei Tedm teaches them to "pop".into;^.box on the saeea 
sack toplace adot on the setTeddyadis match large colornd numerals to sM Ted^ instru^ tkm to move the pjf­
them 10 find. Ihemeanme of "empty that a{^ on the screen. Slick to find die shapes he names.
 
set" Is also taught using mis creadve
 
formal :
 
y 
El □ 
Disk #8 -Hath Sl^ D^ #9^AddhioaandSidiiractiQn Dfok #10-:^SkiUsAssessment 
Teddy teaches the math signs equal Children learn lire concepts ofadditiai (primardy forschoolJise) Hits series 
(■), unequaK—), greater than (>) and subtrktiofl with Ti^y vvho of math (ictivides from the least dtffl­
and less than (<). These difiicuit teaches them to use the joystick to join - cult to the most dtfficult willhelpdete^ 
symbolsandconcepts are mtroducedin and separate sen Colurtul mphics mine die child'f beginning levd in 
a cteauve waybyencourapgchddren appear on the screen to develop more KINDERMAlliC Teddy presents a 
to use the )oysuck to make their a^v'n advanced equations. Plus (->-} and variety of,;acayities which~asses5 the 
sets. Teddyhdps them "read" the sign minus (-) sig^ are alto ihuoduced. concejxs of tome and difierent, more 
and make a set using die pictures on and less, shapes, sets and the numerals 
the screen 0 to 10, nlaih signs, addition and 
adaracilon' - . 
Today, parents andeducators, nationwide, ai 
ediKational software. Early ieaming. Inc. rqiresent^he tbmefibrtsof 
both exp^enced educators and computer prograrnmers dedicated to 
creating saie:of-thfr-ait educational software systems that make skills 
building and learning an enjoyable experience
IVograms developed by the Early Learning ediKational staff have 
received national validation from theU.S. Depanment ofEducationbe 
cause of the exceptional uins made by children who have used these 
materials In addition, the Early Learning educational staff — with 
more than two decades of experience ineducational improvement and 
curriculum development —- has conducted educatibnai seminars 
jKDughout the U.8 and abroad. 
The Early Learning programming staff is re^nsibie for inco^
porating qieech synthesis temnology,)oy^control, andhighresolution 
pmphlcs Into IB software programs. The staff continues exploring thelatest advances fo iec^fog^ttfo^ foalonly
bSng,Inc. is commitied toroeeiln^folschal^'cie%£ttined 
ucational software. 
s g 
f 	" a 
MIBm 
:: 
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 • FIRST KATHLt-^lKTICS
 
KINDERMATH
QQ
 A Nationally Va^dated Developer/DemonstratorProject
 
AtraniatC A KIM)EPMATH WORKSHOP
 
for ■ '
 
Biucators of'kI»ERGARTEM, FIRST GRADE,
 
and TRANSITIONAL STUDENTS
 
KlNDERMftTH I: *	90 sequenced math lessons (from saine/3ifferent to
 
addition/subtraction)
 
* easy-to-administer math placanent test
 
\ * objectives checklist r
 
^* manipulatives for lessons
 
* also in Spanish version
 
KINDEPMATH II:	 * 90-lesson software system based on KINDERMATH I
 
* uses a voice synthesizer and joystick? does not require
 
reading skills
 
* Assessment of Mal^ Skills Disk
 
f-self-paced? repeats lessons or adyaspes:to n^
 
♦^scores for each lesson displayed on screeo/printoosfc -
2 1/^ hour "hands-on" workshops .
 
Select either the morning or afternoon session below.
 
When & Where:	 Mon. Oct. 8 San Diego Area Pat Roberts 
9-11:30 a.m. To be annourK^ed 215-688-7993 
1-3:30 p.m. 
Tues. Oct. 9 Inperial Cty TEGC Margie Atwood 
9-11:30 a.m. El CKitro, CA 619-339-6463 
1^3:30 p.ra. 
Wed. Oct. 10 Los Angeles Cty TEOC Pat Roberts 
9-11:30 a.m. Downey, CA 215-688-7993 
1-3:30 p.m. 
Fri^OCt. 12 Santa Clara Cty Dale Dana 
2 one-hour Inservice 408-947-6808 
presentations San Jose, CA 
Sat. Oct. 13 5th Fall CUE Conference LeRoy Finkel 
10:30 a.m. San Jose, CA 415-363-5472 
11:30 a.m. 
Mon. Oct. 15 Modoc County Bob Anderson 
9-11:30 a.m. Office of Education 916-233-5166 
1-3:30 p.m. Alturas, CA 
Tues. Oct. 16 Shasta County Linda Loftus 
1-3:30 p.m. Office of Education 916-244-4600 
Redding, CA 
Wad. Oct. 17 Butte County Mary Lee Six 
9-11:30 a.m. Office of Education 916-534-4267 
1-3:30 p.m. Oroville, CA 
Thurs. Oct. 18 Lassen County Gerri Maclntyre
1-3:30 p.m. Office of Education 916-257-2196 
Susanville, pv 
For Reservations; 	 Call the contact person named above. Spaces are limited' 
so make your reservation early! 
FOR INPORMATICN ON SCHEDULING A JANUARY «8S2l30RKSHOfem YOUR AREA
 
RCTURN THE COUPON BELOW TO:
 
Patricia Roberts, KINDERMATH^ 
,p.o.,Box'70i.;
■	 DevonV'PA' 19333'
 
215^688-7993.
 
^ ; 	 KINDERMATH WORKSHOP INFORMATION FORM (for week of 1/21/85) 
NAMES/POSITIONS
 
OF PARTICIPANTS:
 
DISTRICT OR AGENCY:
 
SCHOOL NAME:
 
SCHOOL ADDRESS: 
CITY:	 STATE/ZIP: 
i 
  
MATERIALS ORDER FORM
 
DATE ­PURCHASE ORDER NO.
 
SEND TO; 	(If differentfrom billing)
BILL TO;
 
Name of Individual
Name of Individual-

School or Agency
School or Agency
 
-STrrrr
 
Street Address
Street Address
 
Zip	 State Zip
State	 City
City
 
UNIT
ITEM
 
.. ITEM PRICE TOTAL
 QTY	 NO.
 
$35.00
201 KINDERMATHI - A kit with 90 lessens^
 
counting objects, numeral and set cards
 
MATEMATICAS PARA N^^OS - KINDERMATH I 35.ogt 
-• ■ " " ■ i'/'- '. ■■ ■• > ' 
. '1 . V
 
'l:;;: ■ ' KINDERMATH II - A Software Program 
Disk #1- Assessment of Math Skills	 30.0020S 
204	 Disk #2 - Same/Different 30. 00 
30.00 . J.:-' :	 205 Disk #3 -• Patterns/Concepts
■■•T- ■ 
-1;^' ■	 30.00206	 Disk #4 - Sets 0 to 5 "» 
Disk #5 -Numerals 0 to 5 30.00207 
30.00208	 Disk #6 - Shapes 
30.00209	 Disk #7 - Sets 6 to 10 
30.00210 Disk #8 - Numerals 6 to 10 
211 Disk #9- Signs 30.00 
Disk #10 - Addition/Subtraction ,30.00212­
213	 Complete set of Software - Items #203-212 275.00 
($25 savings on purchase of entire package) 
100.00214	 Echo IISpeech Synthesizer - Necessary for 
4 operation of KINDERMATH H 
SubtotalKIHDERrWH 
Add 10% 
ShippingP.O. Box 701 
Devon, PA 19333 -rrvT A T 
cent e r r u l e s, pi r e g t i o n c a r d s.
 
PROGRESS CHARTS. AND Q T H E R
 
forms and C H a R T S
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BASIC LEARNING CONCEPT FOR READING AND SPELLING
 
PERCEPTION —» INTEGRATION -—' EXPRESSION
 
•TACTILE.AUDITORY •VISUAL
 
FEEL ■HEAR i SEE • ORAL^ RECEIVES THE VISUAL; AUDITORY OR TACTILE
 
PERCEPTION
 CLUE FROM A STIMULUS; SORTS SO THAT NEW 
MEMORY' SHORT/LONG • WRITTEN ftPPLY TO ALL C
fOUENCE INFOR'IATION IS IMPRINTED AND PREVIOUSLYOF THE 3
'ATIAL ORIENTATION 
ABOVE D STORED INFORMATION IS RETRIEVED • GESTURE 
%
 
CUUt I^pwr ' UfcCUDE process > -NnnnF output 
HEARS THE WORD 'CAT' STUDENT SAYS 'CAT' WRITES 'CAT' 
1 ^ USE SIGHiNG OR PICTUE AUDITORIZES AND/OR ORALLY SPELLS ' C A T" " FOR A DEAF STUDENT FOR INPUT GESTURE POINTS TO APPROPRIATE IfTTERSVISUALI2ES TO HIM/HERSELF (I.E. A B C D E F G H I R S T)2 1 3 
MATCH RECOGNITION RFCAI I 
SEES THE WORD 'BAT' STUDENT SAYS 'BAT' A. CAN TELL ABOUT 'BAT' 
1. MADE OF WOOD. ALUHINUM, ETC. 
1 
^ USE BRAILLE UITH A BLIND STUDENT AUDIT0RI2S AND/OR 2. USED IN BASEBALL 
3. ALSO AN ANIHAL^ FOR INPUT VISUALIZES TO Hin/HEI^LF B. DEMONSTRATE USE ( PANTOMIft ) 
C. CAN WRITE STORY ABOUT 'BAT' 
  
. •- ^ . .TOViDUJG
 
1 !-t.i iVu f p COflRAGl-MfcNT 1
i
 
1
 
(Pos"'"® feedbaok)about ttie performances they are doing
 
rr.t CO Ir? f ri® rncrease of those performances. In order to assure this quantitative

response,the follGwing rules must be observed:
 
RULES
 
1. 	Make the feedback refer to one
 
specific performance.
 
2. 	Keep the encouragement pure —
 
don't mess up the message with
 
anything else.
 
3. 	For maximum effect, make the
 
feedback positive about good per
 
formance. (Use silence on poor
 
performance.)
 
4. 	Offer the encouragement imme
 
diately after the behavior has
 
taken place,i.e. within 30 minutes
 
of its coming to your attention.
 
5. 	At first, offer the feedback fre­
quently—when the desired per-

Tormance is in place, you can
 
diminish the frequency.
 
6. 	Offer thefeedback irregularly.
 
RATIONALE
 
Generalized compliments, e.g., "You're
 
doing a great job," are received as back­
slapping and gladhanding —often seen as
 
phony.Theycan damage your credibility.
 
Mixing your encouragement with advice
 
causes people not to believe in your com
 
pliment.
 
By encouraging desirable performances,
 
you will crpwd out less desirable perfor
 
mances. •
 
Giving your feedback soon after the de
 
sirable behavior makes clear what you
 
are talking about. The pleasure of your
 
compliment gets associated with the per
 
formance.
 
Frequency at first helps the person make
 
certain that you are paying attention and
 
approve. Later, the person will internalize
 
thisfeedback,as you slowly diminish it.
 
If you always offer your encouragement at
 
thesametime,e.g.10:30Tuesday morning,
 
you will probably find that people only
 
perform for you just prior to your feedback
 
in anticipation. Offering encouragement
 
Irregularly, you can stimulate a continual
 
Increase.
 
13 
Coaching
 
f i
 
RIHES FOR FROWDlf^G iFFEGFive ADVICE
 
ifcj
 
8y giving people adyice,you dsn change Ihe^uaiity ofliieirpertorfnanGe—^ way they
 
go about doing a thing. In order to assure that the advice you give is received and used
 
follow these rules; 

RULES
 
1. 	Describe speciliealiy the current
 
performance you are trying to
 
c^hange.
 
2. 	Slate the specific change or dif'
 
ferent result you want.
 
3. 	Keep your advice pure. Dcn't try
 
to soften it with compliments or
 
distracting discussion of things
 
being done well.
 
4. 	Offer your advice just before the
 
person has an oppoftunity to
 
use it.
 
5. 	Limitthescope of your advice.
 
6. 	Ask for feedback from the per­
former. ­
•
 
RATIONALE
 
The description of current behavior per
 
mits the person to know what you are
 
talking about,and to determine if you are
 
describing the performance accurately.
 
Specificity about what you want makes for
 
clarity, especially when contrasted with
 
your description of the current behavior.
 
By following rules 1 and 2, you define the
 
problem the person is to remove from their
 
performance.
 
4
 
If you mix encouragement and advice,
 
people question your sincerity and the
 
necessity offollowing your advice.
 
By offering advice before the performance,
 
the person has a chance to use it imme
 
diately, and you increase the likelihood
 
that the advice will be seen as support
 
rather than criticism.
 
Don't try to give too much advice at once.
 
The more your advice can address one
 
issue at a time, the more likely it is to be
 
taken.
 
Uniess you leave the door open for this
 
feedback,the performer mayfail to ask for
 
clarification when it is needed.
 
CHARACTERISTICS
 
1. 	Limited attention span.
 
2. 	Often lacks qualities of
 
judgment, logic, organiza
 
tion.
 
3. More limited ability to fore
 
see the outcome of their
 
actions.
 
Gompensatory behavior through
 
aggres s ion or withdrawal.
 
Often gives up easily.
 
Frustration prone.
 
5. 	Diffieulty in working with
 
other children. Upset
 
easily.
 
6. 	Confused with too many
 
symbols.
 
7. 	Limited transfer or learn
 
ing from one activity to
 
another. Difficulty learn
 
ing abstract concepts.
 
NEEDS/SUGGESTIONS
 
- work in short blocks of time.
 
- Alternate quiet work with
 
physical activity.
 
- Use specific directions.
 
- Have organized materials and
 
routine schedules.
 
- Needs a classroom environment
 
where standards are firm and
 
consistent.
 
- Daily opportunities for
 
suceess at all levels of
 
ability.
 
- Immediate reward meaningful.
 
Option and spaCe available to
 
work alone when he chooses.
 
Simplify work sheets.
 
Block out distracting parts.
 
Give a visual model.
 
Use 	numbered boxes.
 
Opportunity provided to apply
 
learning in many situations.
 
Practical, concrete materials
 
are needed.
 
Relate learning to immediate
 
daily living.
 
A multisensory approach is
 
helpful.
 
 M0BE 	HOT
 
;This 	child often:
 
Needs 	brief and specific directions with short-term, easily attained
 
;eannot 	make choices easily—should be directed often.
 
Finds 	it difficult to work with other children. He may want to par

ticipate but gets into difficulty easily. If he is joining a ^roun
 
give him speclf_ic,di^^^ beforehand. °"V
 
4. Is usdelly bright, may understand but aot respond reasonably well, so
 
let him sit vjlth reading groups and follow along by listening. Sive
 
. answers orally.
 
Is confused with too many symbols—suggest simplified work sheets,
 
particularly in math.
 
6. 	 Has difficulty shutting put noise and movement. Find him a quiet corne'^
 
to work in for some periods of the day.
 
7. 	 Is interested and willing to work with a tape recorder and headsets if
 
^^be tape is clear in its directions and work.
 
Is physically^immature in hand, eye, and body coordination. Eraphasis on
 
games 	and activities leading to better coordination should be eneouraged­
^9. 	 Is subtly rejected by his peers. Make an effort for him to belong.

10. 	 Prefers to work at some tasks alone. This should not be Ignored but
 
encouraged where he finds it difficuit to work with others.
11. 	 Has a very short atcention span. Needs to be checked on constantly.

,*12. 	 Needs directions repeated quietly to him again after they have been
 
given to the class. Have him repeafe and explain directions tb; you. '
 
Sets very upsbt. When this ocGurs it takes him a Icng time to"get in
 
the grobyei" Give him freedcm to move before he explodes.

14. 	 Cannot^read test questions or write the answers. Make arrangenients to
 
give him crucial tests orally. Does much better on tnultiple choice
 
15. 	 Gannot work under time pressure. Allow him time to work at his own
 
pace. He will fall apart under pressure.
 
 SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS IN HELPING CHILDREN
 
WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES
 
\
 
" 1. Give a child a small amount to do at one time.
 
•^2. Use concrete objects and simplify everything as much as possible.
 
3. 	 Allow him to work slowly. If he can't copy from the board, give him the
 
master copy you used when you put the work on the board.
 
4. 	 Have the child work at a "clean desk" or table and facing a relatively
 
bare wall or area. Clutter confuses or distracts this type of child.
 
What to some children would be an interesting and stimulating bulletin
 
board would be a confusing distraction to this child.
 
5. 	 Keep your voice at a moderate and even level. The child with an auditory
 
problem has just as much difficulty understanding shouted words as he
 
does 	mumbled ones.
 
6. 	 Try not to single out or focus attention on this child in front of his
 
peers. A careless statament such as "I'll help you get started on your
 
test later since I know you can't read the questions" can belittle this
 
child and destroy his self—image and completely turn him off.
 
7. 	 Plan ahead for the child who can't read so he can perform the same as
 
other children. When the content is the important thing rather than
 
reading practice (sucn as in a class of social studies) let him have the
 
material read to him by a parent, older sibling, or school volunteer.
 
Likewise, in instances where the content is the issue rather than the
 
spelling or handwriting, let hLm dictate his own ideas to someone else
 
to write down. The "Someone else" should be instructed not to make
 
corrections or changes. In correcting a paper, mark only the important
 
phase and do not take points off for errors that this particular assign—
 
\ ment is not specifically involved with.
 
8. Structure the page for him. Give him a visual model he can follow using
 
numbered boxes, columns, etc.
 
9. 	 Give him credit for what he has done right instead of concentrating on
 
what is wrong. He needs a great deal of encouragement and praise should
 
be given when and whenever it is earned. Do not put marks of a de
 
moralizing nature on his paper.
 
ID. 	 Allow this child to take tests orally and have a longer time allotment.
 
Avoid surprise quizzes or timed assignments.
 
II. 	 Have him use a bookmark to block out all but one line to reduce
 
distractability.

""^2. Have him use a marker to block out all but one math problem.
 
13. 	 Present material orally and permit oral answers.
 
When he is given an assignment, show him how to arrange his paper in
 
columns, rows, etc.
 
15. 	 Ask short questions.
 
16. 	 For the child with an auditory discrimination problem, seat him near the
 
front at a point at which you can face him most of the time while you
 
are speaking. Speak clearly and "mouth" your words. He can read your
 
lips to help him distinguish between similar sounds, i.e., bed from beg,
 
cope 	from coke, pet from pat, etc.
 
17. 	 For the child with an auditory memory problem, give directions in small
 
single units. Instead of saying "Take out your spelling book, turn to
 
page 45 and using ink and white paper, copy the words in column one,"
 
say Take out your spelling book—now turn to page 45—now take a sheet
 
of white paper aiid your pen—find column one (demonstrate)—now copy the
 
words in this column." This rule applies to older perceptually involved
 
students as well as younger ones.
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